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1. Introduction  
 
Dear USMS Coach of the Year Award Committee, 
 
Thank you for considering this nomination for Bainbridge Aquatic Masters (BAM) Coach April Cheadle. 
 
Thanks to Coach Cheadle’s enthusiasm and vision for Bainbridge Aquatic Masters, our team has 
witnessed robust growth and exciting new developments since we last nominated her for this award in 
2017. New points for your consideration include: 
 

• BAM has now grown to more than 180 active members, becoming one of the largest US Masters 
programs in the Puget Sound Region. When April began coaching BAM in 2010 the team had 69 
swimmers. 
 

• Coach Cheadle is training and mentoring two assistant US Masters coaches to help accommodate 
the club’s growth, using budgeted funds to send these coaches to clinics and training. 

 
• Coach Cheadle has introduced new “Fifth Saturday” clinics into the BAM program, providing 

swimmers with dedicated times to focus on specific skills and areas of training. 
 

• Saturday workouts have evolved from one, 75% capacity workout at 7am to two, full-capacity 
workouts, at 5:30am and 7am. Like most everything else with BAM, Coach Cheadle orchestrated 
this process. 

 
• BAM’S Dryland Training program (taught by Coach Cheadle in a workout space adjacent to our 

pool) grew from four workouts per week to eight workouts per week. 
 

• Coach Cheadle helped facilitate BAM swimmer attendance at separate Bainbridge Island clinics 
taught by Olympic swimmers Emily Silver and Damir Dugonjic. 

 
• Coach Cheadle has expanded the BAM open water swimming program to include 3 weekly 

workouts at nearby Wildcat Lake, as well as swims in Puget Sound waters adjacent to Bainbridge 
Island. 

 
• Coach Cheadle has applied for her Level 4 US Masters Certification while maintaining her Level 

3 ASCA certification, CPR certification and Lifeguard certification. 
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April Cheadle: A regional US Masters Leader 
 
Coach April Cheadle is BAM’s coach, but it’s important to note that she is also well known and very 
highly regarded by coaches and swimmers throughout the 1800-plus member Pacific Northwest 
Association of Masters Swimmers, or PNA. 
 
To gain perspective from swimmers outside of our BAM practice group, we asked participants from other 
practice groups that April oversaw as head coach for Puget Sound Masters at the USMS 2018 Spring 
Nationals in Indianapolis. The following are direct quotes received from these athletes: 
 
“After over 30 years of USMS swimming I can say that April is my all-time favorite coach! She has the 
unique ability to coach the whole swimmer, from the heart to the strokes! My every contact with her over 
the years had been nothing short of inspirational and she always makes me feel like a ‘Real Swimmer.’ 

 
“Not to mention her work ethic and her unwavering dedication to Masters swimming and to each of her 
swimmers. She has a genius for understanding the entirety of the athlete, mind, body and soul and her 
Aquatic IQ is off the charts! 

 
“Her presence invariably elevates this sport of ours at all levels—she is a Gift!” 
 

—Tom Walker, June 4, 2018 
TWIM 
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“Hi, I would love to share a story about April from my Nationals trip a few weeks ago. I had a couple of 
races which didn’t go as I had hoped, and I was pretty upset. April approached me and asked if she could 
take me aside to talk. Even though she had never met me before that weekend, she didn’t hesitate in 
approaching me and coaching me. We sat and talked for almost an hour. She was unbelievably warm and 
comforting, in addition to providing excellent swimming advice. She helped me turn what was a really 
bad meet for me, into a learning opportunity and a chance to try new races and new distances. She 
helped me not only understand and manage my expectations and personal pressures, but helped me 
realize my potential in races I’ve never tried. I returned from nationals inspired and excited about 
swimming, despite not performing the way I had hoped. 

 
“April is an exceptional person and masters coach, and there is no doubt in my mind that she is a USMS 
coach of the year!” 
 

—Mariel Colella, May 28, 2018 
Lake Washington Masters 
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“Puget	Sound	Masters	(PSM)	is	a	regional	team	that	competes	together	at	USMS	Nationals.	April	has	
been	the	team	coach	at	these	meets	for	several	years.	It’s	a	difficult	job	because	she	may	not	
necessarily	know	many	of	the	swimmers	from	clubs	other	than	BAM,	or	be	familiar	with	their	
needs,	times	and	personalities.	Time	and	again,	April	has	done	an	amazing	job	of	taking	care	of	
PSM	at	these	meets	–	putting	together	relays	for	optimum	team	scoring,	filming	all	the	swimmers,	
keeping	track	of	times,	places,	events.	She	always	has	a	positive	attitude	that	can’t	help	but	bring	
the	team	together.	April	is	truly	dedicated	to	helping	all	the	swimmers	at	the	meet,	not	just	her	
swimmers	from	her	local	club,	Bainbridge	Aquatic	Masters	(BAM).	She	makes	everyone	feel	a	part	
of	the	PSM	team.	She	takes	the	time	to	talk	with	each	swimmer	about	their	races	and	will	go	over	
the	video	with	you,	analyzing	your	race.	And	she’s	there	if	a	swimmer	needs	special	help.	At	the	
most	recent	USMS	Spring	Nationals,	one	swimmer	was	frustrated	with	their	performances	and	
feeling	down.	April	took	the	swimmer	aside	and	spent	quite	of	bit	of	time	talking	one	on	one,	
giving	advice	and	consoling	this	swimmer.	There	was	no	reason	April	had	to	do	this,	she	had	
plenty	of	other	things	to	do.	But	she	chose	to	take	the	time	and	extra	effort	to	help	a	swimmer	
she’d	not	known	before	this	meet.	This	is	what	makes	April	so	special	and	deserving	of	recognition	
for	her	coaching.	For	April,	coaching	is	not	just	about	conditioning	and	times	and	places,	she	truly	
cares	about	the	swimmers	as	people.	My	experience	at	Nationals	is	always	bettered	by	April’s	
presence.	When	April	is	the	coach,	I	know	everything	will	go	great!”		
	

—Rick	Colella,	May	31,	2018	
Lake	Washington	Masters	and	Puget	Sound	Masters	
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“I	just	want	to	say	what	an	absolute	privilege	it	is	to	have	Coach	April	represent	PSM	at	the	
nationals.	She	is	amazing,	in	her	organizational	skills,	preparedness,	attention	to	detail,	and	energy	
and	willingness	to	work	with	everyone	to	the	extent	her	time	allows.	She	finds	the	time	to	go	over	
everyone's	events	with	them,	and	even	to	give	coaching	tips	and	help	on	deck	when	she	can;	and,	
by	the	way,	her	coaching	is	absolutely	amazing,	precise,	and	insightful.	My	swimming	has	greatly	
improved	from	the	on	deck	help	she	was	able	to	give	with	my	stroking,	and	from	the	after	race	
video	review.	I	can't	say	thanks	enough,	or	give	adequate	praise	and	acknowledgment	for	the	great	
work	she	does.		
	

—Tom	Fritschen,	May	31,	2018	
TWIM	(Team	Walker	International	Masters)	
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What Coach Cheadle’s leadership means to BAM swimmers 
 
Ask any Bainbridge Aquatic Masters swimmer about Coach April Cheadle and you’re likely to hear a 
flood of praise and gratitude. We know how fortunate we are and feel blessed that April has chosen to 
share her incredible talents and joyful, generous spirit with us. “BAMMERS” (as BAM swimmers are 
sometimes called) are full of anecdotes about how April has helped them get in shape, become more 
confident in the water, and achieve fitness and competitive goals. One word you hear a lot in 
conversations about April is “gifted.” As in, April is the most gifted coach, trainer, or teacher many of us 
have ever encountered. 
 

• BAM is welcoming and inclusive. It feels like family— Whether you’re a beginner or a former 
college star and Masters champion, Coach Cheadle makes you feel welcome, ensuring that lane 
mates know each other’s names and going out of her way to inspire an inclusive, uplifting team 
spirit. There is a palpable camaraderie among members and a broadly-felt vibe that we’re “all in 
this together,” supporting one another and cheering each other on. This positive, affirming 
approach starts with April. She cares deeply about her swimmers and it shows, in ways large and 
small. 

 
• BAM workouts are well planned and 

executed—It’s very apparent to BAM 
swimmers that Coach Cheadle puts enormous 
energy into designing and executing our 
workouts. There’s an overarching, long-term 
plan, with daily routines crafted to fit into the 
larger whole. And the workouts aren’t simply 
put on the white board and forgotten; they’re 
dynamic. During practice, Coach is fully 
engaged, simultaneously monitoring multiple 
lanes full of swimmers, making adjustments 
and offering relevant instruction and 
encouragement to beginners and experts alike. 
 

• BAM workouts are creative—Some of my 
non-swimmer friends say things like “I used to 
swim but got bored with it.” Boredom is never 
an issue at BAM! Coach’s workouts are 
ingenious and endlessly creative. 
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• BAM workouts are tailored— Coach Cheadle has an uncanny knack for coaching the entire 
pool while simultaneously mentoring individual swimmers. She maintains a keen awareness of 
team health and well-being, monitoring member’s injuries and illnesses, and adapting workouts 
accordingly. How she does this, with 180 people of widely different skills and abilities, is a 
mystery. 

 
• BAM is inspiring—April inspires people to achieve goals with gentle encouragement. April is 

kind and never criticizes, but knows how to motivate people with fun and creative challenges. 
She is quick to acknowledge accomplishments, calling out swimmers who participate in meets or 
who have achieved a personal goal. 

 
 
2017 Emergency in the pool and Coach Cheadle’s response 

 
This story, as recounted by current BAM Booster Board President Tom Goodlin, describes a particularly 
harrowing incident that occurred during a practice in 2017 and Coach Cheadle’s response: 
 
“April treats every member of her BAM group 
like part of an extended family. She fosters 
community amongst us all the time, but here is 
one of the most recent examples: In fall 2017, a 
BAM swimmer unfortunately suffered a stroke 
during practice. April famously watches all her 
swimmers from the warmup through cool down, 
walking the pool sides and ends with a focus 
and observation skills that informs her how an 
athlete is doing each practice. This particular 
morning, April observed a swimmer begin to 
struggle. She quickly got his attention to assess 
the situation, then immediately initiated an 
emergency response. Her amazing attention to “the pool” and quick action brought vital care rapidly to 
the scene. Recovery has been hard, but this is one determined teammate. April initially organized other 
swimmers to assist our semi-paralyzed friend in daily rehabilitation swims, then stepped back to allow 
BAM members to take over the planning. As she always does when a team member is ill, injured, or 
suffering a challenge, April invited our individual involvement through organizing several rounds of cards 
and other messaging of well wishes. Since the stroke, our teammate has been working diligently to regain 
motion and function that includes the time in the pool assisted by fellow BAM swimmers. At a recent 
March 2018 practice, April excitedly stopped our morning workout a couple minutes early to lead us over 
to the other pool and greet our teammate as he completed one of his first laps of freestyle since the stroke. 
It was an uplifting moment as we cheered his arrival at the wall, and April absolutely beamed.”  

—Tom Goodlin, BAM Booster Board President 
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2. Letters of Support 

June 4, 2018 
Dear USMS Coaches Committee, 
 
This is a letter in support of April Cheadle for the 2018 USMS Speedo Coach of the Year. Another year 
has gone by and April's presence and influence continues to reshape the swimming community in the 
Pacific Northwest in unparalleled ways. Her totally engaging and enthusiastic approach to her athletes 
has the Bainbridge Aquatic Masters overflowing in their lanes, boasting a membership of over 160 
swimmers. This has necessitated in her taking two new Masters coaches under her guidance to help fulfill 
their commitment to providing the best program possible. How fortunate these coaches are to earn their 
wings from someone who can both articulate the unique nuances that make for successful Masters 
coaching, and show by example the fruits that can be harvested when knowledge and passion entwine. 
  
Like many Championships, April was Head Coaching 40 Puget Sound Masters swimmers at this year's 
Nationals in Indianapolis. Her on-deck energy and care for her swimmers could not go unnoticed. If a 
blur of neon green passed through your field of vision at poolside, it was most likely April making her way 
to another end of the pool in time to coach and encourage another Puget Sound Masters swimmer. 
 
It was through the supporting letters for her nomination for the 2014 Kerry O'Brien Coaching Award that 
I was given a first glimpse of just how important she has become to the fast changing swim culture in 
her area. Swimmers and Board Members alike speak of her ability to support the needs of a broad base 
of athletic levels, while instilling very individual goals for her swimmers that play a significant role into the 
overall vision of the team. And this is what I find so compelling as a colleague. What April has fostered in 
the strongest sense is this buy-in to "team", whether it is in terms of the Bainbridge Aquatic Masters 
workout group, the largest in the state, or the Puget Sound Regional Team that she regularly Head 
Coaches or Assistant Head Coaches at national meets. And for as long as I have been doing this, I still 
recognize the need to learn. I make it my goal every time at Nationals to steal a few minutes with her 
and perhaps glean some new perspectives that will make me a better coach. 
 
Her pursuit of a USMS status as a Level 4 Certified USMS Coach speaks to her commitment to her team 
and her athletes. The fact the she is a regular delegate to our USAS Convention speaks to her 
commitment to United States Masters Swimming as a whole. 
 
In conclusion, I would say that April Cheadle has found the perfect recipe for fun, hard work, and mutual 
respect for those who share the same values, even if not on the same intervals. Please give her every 
consideration for our USMS Speedo Coach of the Year for 2018. 
  
Respectfully submitted, 
Kerry O'Brien 
Walnut Creek Masters 
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Christine Dahlstrom Maki 
4963 Huntswood Place, Rancho Cucamonga, CA, 91737 
(626) 641-5680  christine_dahlstrom@yhoo.com 

   

June 1, 2017 

Bob Jennings 
USMS Coaches Chair 
coaches@usms.com 

Dear Bob Jennings, 

It is a pleasure to have been asked to write on behalf of U.S. Masters Swimming Coach, 
April Cheadle: I met April at the 2014 USMS convention. April opened our working 
relationship when she befriended me at convention, in Jacksonville.  I began my 
coaching career in swimming with U.S. Masters Swimming, Claremont, California in 
2007 and over the years I have met many versatile and talented coaches, but as I have 
observed April’s coaching and love for the sport, I believe she is sincerely deserving of 
the USMS Coach of The Year recognition. 

First, April Cheadle is dependable, trustworthy and amenable. Arriving early, April 
participated fully in our training and was always prepared for each meeting. On those 
occasions when I could not be present, due to conflicting meeting schedules, she would 
share her notes and information with me (and I with her).  Her coaching work ethic 
reflects her earlier years of always chasing excellence. 

A couple of weeks after convention, my husband and I were visiting the Seattle area.  
We arranged to visit the Bainbridge Masters early Saturday morning swim practice to 
see April and to meet her “wonderful group of swimmers,” whom she always speaks 
highly of.  I had the pleasure of watching  April in action.  She was well prepared with 
her workout ready and written on the white board before the swimmers got to the pool.  
With equipment in position and a stop watch around her neck, April happily welcomed 
her swimmers to practice.  It was like watching a family come into her home.  She knew 
each swimmer by name and she spoke with them about their times and goals for the 
practice session they were about to begin.  To be perfectly honest, just watching her 
with the BAM group made me want to be a part of it too. 
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Second, April Cheadle is a goal-oriented achiever. April sets forth plans for success at 
practices, meets, and Nationals. I believe this comes from her background as a 
swimmer who walked onto the Washington University Huskies pool deck, without 
qualifying times, and told the coach, “I want to swim.”  I think the coach could see her 
honest desire to excel for the team and she proved it by persistently training and 
eventually earning a spot on the team. 

April and I have been able to work in the U.S. Masters Swimming world together.  We 
share coaching strategies for upcoming meets for our swimmers and LMSC’s, and we 
have attended coaches’ clinics together.  During this time of getting to know April, I have 
learned more in depth ways to set up my yearly program plan with miso and macro 
cycles, a wide variety of training drills for stroke work, and that coaching swimming is a 
joy when one sees how a program can easily assimilate a “non-swimmer” right into what 
looks to be a difficult program.  Her coaching style produces happy accomplished 
swimmers who have met or surpassed their original swimming goals. 

Finally, April responds to the call of leadership. April’s thoughtful remarks and 
comments are well received by her team. It is true that April distinguished herself by her 
personal hard work, but April also earned respect for her demonstrated ability to foster 
relationships with her LMSC teammates. At SCY Nationals, in Riverside, as I helped my 
own swimmers, I would witness April completely taking charge as the Puget Sound 
head coach.  She shared with me, prior to the meet, she had her entire meet line up of 
swimmers highlighted for each event and knew each swimmers’ background and times. 
While at the meet, April was always available for pre-race discussions with her 
swimmers and post-race congratulatory and teaching sessions.  In addition to her taking 
care of all of her swimmers, my long distance swimmer’s race would be coming up and I 
had to leave for work and would miss the event.  Knowing how friendly our big USMS 
family of swimmers and coaches are, I knew I would at least be able to find my 
swimmer a lap counter.  April had (3) college students looking for something to do.  This 
worked out very well for my swimmer, as Andre Harmse was able to be given 50 split 
direction by the lap counters and he dropped 26 seconds off of his 1000 yard freestyle 
and took a 7th place medal home. It takes much courage to lead, especially swimmers 
that one does not coach on a daily basis, and April possessed such courage. 

In short, April Cheadle has earned a reputation as a hard-working, trustworthy individual 
who strives to excel. She responds with courage when challenged to produce her best. I 
strongly encourage you to give April Cheadle’s nomination submission a favorable 
review. If you have any questions for me, or if I can be of any other assistance, please 
contact me at your earliest convenience. 
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Sincerely, 

Christine Dahlstrom Maki 

Competitive Tri-Swim Masters (CTSM) LLC: 
Head Coach 
U.S. Masters Swimming 
USA Triathlon 
Head Coach – Covina Colts Swimming 
Southern Pacific Masters Swimming: 
Coaches Chair 2010 - Present 
Covina Aquatics Association: 
Assistant Age Group Coach 
USA Swimming 
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May 14, 2018 
 
To: The USMS Coach of the Year selection committee 
From: Sally Dillon, President, Pacific Northwest LMSC 
 
It is an honor and a pleasure to submit a letter of endorsement for Coach April Cheadle, who is 
recognized throughout the Pacific Northwest LMSC as a fantastic coach. A former swimmer at 
the University of Washington, April took over leadership of the Bainbridge Aquatic Masters 
(BAM) nine years ago. BAM is one of many workout groups/teams that comprises the regional 
USMS club – Puget Sound Masters (PSM). 

April has built the BAM team to 159 members, which is PSM’s largest workout group with about 
20 more members than last year at this time. The team’s members range from record-setting 
swimmers to novices. She is loved by all, which is obvious when you see her interact with her 
swimmers. April can be found on the deck with a watch in her hand, eyes on the pool, split 
sheet on her clipboard, and a ready smile and hug for a “job well done” – regardless of how 
fast the swim was! 

April has been selected to serve as the PSM club coach for numerous National meets, most 
recently the meet held in Indianapolis. She reaches out to the team with frequent emails 
reminding them of check-in deadlines, relays, where the team will sit, how to get team caps 
and shirts, etc. Charlotte Davis has said of April: “Your coaching expertise, putting relays 
together, taking splits, summarizing each day's events, giving up all your valuable time, 
sweating in the hot sun, being so encouraging and supportive, was much appreciated by 
all. Thank you . . . you are a blessing!” As club head coach, April works very well with the 
assistant coaches that are selected for the meet, making sure that a coach is watching every 
swim, getting splits and offering support. 

Once April makes your acquaintance, she becomes “your coach” forever as she offers 
encouragement and support at local meets as well. Swimmers who are not members of PSM also 
benefit from her expertise. Blue Wave Aquatics member Zena Courtney said: “April is always 
willing to offer constructive feedback for any swimmer, no matter what level of competition. I 
truly value her feedback on my swims at the National events, since my everyday coach can 
rarely make them… She is always smiling and cheering on each member of the PNA family and 
creates an atmosphere of inclusion and competitiveness without added stress or pressure.” 

April has twice been recognized as PNA’s Coach of the Year, in 2013 and 2016. It was merely 
an oversight that she hadn’t been nominated for the USMS award prior to last year. I am 
thankful that her BAM members have taken the initiative to nominate her again this year. 
Please visit the BAM website at www.bainbridgeaquaticmasters.com, where you will find photos 
and info about April, her team, and a terrific “opening message” on the home page. 

PNA values April Cheadle’s contributions to Masters Swimming in the Northwest. We hope you 
will recognize her contributions and select her as the 2018 USMS Coach of the Year. 
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TO: The USMS Coach of the Year Selection Committee 

I first had the pleasure of meeting coach April Cheadle at the 2011 USMS Short Course 
Nationals where I was a member of the Puget Sound Masters (PSM) National Team. I was 
instantly impressed with April’s knowledge of swimming and the attention she paid to each and 
every athletes’ needs. There was a teammate of mine who was experiencing shoulder pain and 
after April watched his warm up she made a minor adjustment in his stroke. This led to pain-
free swimming for the rest of the meet and to 3 National Titles! Since then, I have been lucky 
enough to be a member of our Regional Team for 4 more USMS National Championships, 2012, 
2014 and 2017 where April was our Head Coach. Before each competition, April will spend 
countless hours assembling relays based on swimmers’ desire to compete while also putting 
together relays with a good chance to succeed in the event. This has resulted in both National 
and World records but has also allowed all who want to compete the opportunity to do so. I am 
fortunate enough to have on a number of occasions, been the beneficiary of her relay efforts 
resulting in a number of records. 

Over the past several years, I have learned what a truly amazing coach and person April is. As 
an Olympic Coach myself, I have first-hand experience of what it takes to run a club, spend 
numerous hours on deck and deal with all types of athletes at all stages of their development. 
April possesses these qualities as well as those of a dedicated, patient and selfless coach. As a 
Masters coach she not only encourages and promotes fitness and health in her adult athletes 
but offers continued support to stimulate their growth, both physically and mentally. To this 
end, a few years ago she tapped into local expertise inviting, Olympic, World and Masters 
Champion, Rick Colella, to give a clinic to her club athletes on breaststroke. She also invited me 
to do a butterfly clinic. It was very easy to work with her athletes because April was 
continuously giving them the courage and encouragement to try new things and risk pushing 
themselves beyond what they thought was possible.  

April epitomizes the ideals of Masters Swimming. No matter if you are an elite athlete or just 
starting out, April treats everyone the same making them feel important, having pride in what 
they are doing and giving them her full attention to push themselves to be the best that they 
can be. At meets, she seems to swim each event with her swimmers exuding pure joy and 
enthusiasm. I remember swimming a 400 IM and April stood at the end of the pool taking 
splits. With each turn, she didn’t say “go, go, go, faster, faster, faster” as many coaches tend to 
say (not really what you want to hear during a 400 IM) but things like “you look great, you’re 
doing super, keep it up”. These encouraging words were the perfect statements for a coach to 
contribute to a great swim. I watch her paying this kind of attention and support to all of her 
athletes. 

Athletes, coaches and administrators in the Pacific Northwest Association have the utmost 
respect and admiration for Coach, April. I believe all of us in PNA value her many contributions 
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to our Association and to Masters Swimming and I would like to thank you for considering April 
for this prestigious award. 

Thank you, 

Charlotte Davis 
1984 & 1988 Olympic Coach for Synchronized Swimming 
2014 Honor Coach Inductee to the International Swimming Hall of Fame 
USMS National and World record holder 
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3. Accomplishments Over the Past Year (Club and 
Individual) 

 
Club Size and Growth 
 
April has overseen steady growth and impressive retention in her tenure as the BAM head coach. She also 
has identified that BAM meets all requirements for the USMS “Gold Club” and submitted the application 
in late spring 2018. As a documentation of club growth, the following records are provided by the PNA 
Registrar, Stephanie Hiebert, for 2012 through 2018.  
 
PNA Registrar Records: 

Start of Coaching in 2010 
Total Swimmers: 69 
 
2012 
Total Swimmers: 90 
Swimmers lost:14 
  
2013 
Total Swimmers: 93 
Swimmers lost:10 
Increase/decrease in roster size: +3% 
Retention rate: 85% 
  
2014 
Total Swimmers: 144 
Swimmers lost: 21 
Increase/decrease in roster size: +55% 
Retention rate: 89% 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 

2015 
Total Swimmers: 149 
Swimmers lost: 32 
Increase/decrease in roster size: +3% 
Retention rate: 85% 
  
2016 
Total Swimmers: 147 
Swimmers lost: 27 
Increase/decrease in roster size: -1% 
Retention rate: 79% 
  
2017 
Total Swimmers: 163 
Swimmers lost: TBD 
Increase/decrease in roster size: +11% 
Retention rate: 82% 
  
2018 
Total Swimmers (to date): 180 
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ALL AMERICANS, TOP 10 RANKED SWIMMERS 

2016 All Americans for BAM: 
• Shelley Reimer
• Randy Rogers

2017 SCY Top 10 for BAM 
• Carole Kant, Kate Carruthers, Rita

Belserene, Andrea Hunt – 5th 200
Medley Relay 65+ Women

• John Baker – 4th 50 Breast 65+
• John Baker – 10th 100 Breast 65+
• John Baker – 9th 100 IM 65+

2017 SCM Top 10 for BAM 
• Andrea Hunt – 9th 1500 Free 65-69
• Shelley Reimer – 7th 100 Fy 45-49
• Shelley Reimer – 1st Women’s 200 Free

Relay 120-159
• Shelley Reimer – 2nd Women’s 200

Medley Relay 160-199

• Shelley Reimer – 1st Women’s 400 Free
Relay 200-239

• Bill Galvani – 9th 200 Br 70-74
• Chelsea Chan – 1st Women’s 200

Medley 120-159 
• Chelsea Chan 3rd Mixed 200 Medley

120-159
• Chelsea Chan 6th Women’s 200 Free

120-159

2017 LCM Top 10 
• Randy Rogers – 5th 800 Free 55-59
• Randy Rogers – 10th 1500 Free 55-59
• Randy Rogers – 5th 200 fly 55-59

2018 SCY SPRING NATIONALS, PSM HEAD COACH — BAM INDIVIDUALS, PSM 
RELAYS  
(details included in emails provided in Attachments) 

Overall Placing for Puget Sound Masters – 5th in Regional Team Category (40 athletes) 

Andrea Hunt 70-74: 
• 4th  – 1650 Free
• 8th – 50 Back
• 7th – 100 Back
• National Champion – 200 Back

Mixed Free Relays 
• 45+A  – 4th

• 55+A – 4th

• 65+A – 8th

Mixed Medley Relays 
• 45+A – 7th

• 55+A – 2nd

• 65+A – 8th

Women’s Medley 
• 18+A – 10th

Men’s Medley 
• 45+A – 3rd

• 55+A – 2nd

• 65+A – NATIONAL CHAMPIONS

Men’s Free 
• 45+A – 2nd

• 55+A – 4th

• 65+A – 4th
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4. Publications, Articles, Clinics, Lectures, Etc.

Publications 
• Swimming World Magazine, August 2011 Issue, Page 27, “THE WORKOUT CARD:

Training with Bainbridge Aquatic Masters by April Cheadle”
https://www.swimmingworldmagazine.com/news/product/swimming-world-
magazine-august-2011-issue/ 

• Swimming World Magazine “Morning Swim Show” interview, October 14, 2014. Click
here for link.

• Bainbridge Island Magazine, Spring Issue, 2017 (see following pages).

Clinics Attended 
• USMS National Coaches Clinic, November 11-13, 2016 – San Jose, CA

• USMS Level 3 Coaching Clinic, November 4, 2012

• 2012-2015: Northwest Swim Coaches Clinics

• 2016: USMS National Coaches Clinic

• 2017: USMS Stroke Development Coaches Clinic
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BAM clinics given by April and hosted with outside experts: 
According to April, one of her favorite aspects of coaching is offering clinics to her Bainbridge 
Island team. “Since we average around 180 athletes, we make the clinics available to the first 30 
athletes to sign up, and they always fill up in the first few minutes!” she says. Clinics include: 

• July 2012: Open water clinic with Scott Lautman, Triple Crown of Open Water
Swimming finisher

• September 2012: Breaststroke stroke clinic with Rick Colella, Olympian and USMS
national record holder

• January 2013: Backstroke stroke clinic with John Keppeler, USMS national champion

• May 2013: Butterfly stroke clinic with Charlotte Davis, USMS national record holder

• February 2014: Injury Prevention Clinic with Shelley Reimer, USMS swimmer and
physical therapist

• March 2014: IM race and stroke clinic with Rick Colella, Olympian and USMS national
record holder

• November 2015: Back care clinic for swimmers with Shelley Reimer, USMS swimmer
and physical therapist.

As mentioned in Section 5, April now offers Fifth Saturday clinics for BAM members at 
5:20 am on several Saturdays each year. 
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5. CONTRIBUTIONS TO USMS AND LOCAL
MASTERS SWIM COMMITTEE (LMSC)

We believe that Coach Cheadle is making short-term and long-term contributions to U.S. Masters 
Swimming in the following three areas: 1) Leadership, 2) Training of USMS Assistant Coaches, 
and 3) Swimmer development.   

Leadership 
BAM has established its BAMFest meet as a fall competition staple, and in October 2017 April 
hosted this Pacific Northwest LMSC sanctioned event for the seventh time. 

The Pacific Northwest Association of Masters Swimming places an emphasis on leadership of its 
Regional Teams at the National Level. PNA is broken into Puget Sound Masters and Blue Wave 
Masters, and we compete as a Regional Team for the USMS Spring and Summer Nationals, as 
well as our SCM Zone meets. Being named Head Coach of the National teams is a sought-after 
position, and BAM Coach April Cheadle has received this honor for the following National 
Meets: 

2012—Head Coach, Spring Nationals, Greensboro, North Carolina (55 athletes) 
2014—Head Coach, Spring Nationals, Santa Clara, California (86 athletes) 
2015—Head Coach, Spring Nationals, San Antonio, Texas (80 athletes) 
2015—SCM PSM Zone Champs-Head Coach, Federal Way, Washington (109 athletes) 
2017—Head Coach-Spring Nationals, Riverside, California (65 athletes) 
2018—Head Coach, Spring Nationals, Indianapolis, Indiana (40 athletes) 
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As PNA Head Coach, April Cheadle organizes all of the communication, relays, dinners, team 
gear, transportation, reports, and assistant coaches needed to keep  Puget Sound Masters athletes 
swimming to their best potential.  Being a Nationals Head Coach requires the leadership and 
bandwidth to work with athletes of all abilities, and to mentor upcoming coaches. April has so far 
mentored 5 assistant PNA coaches at different Nationals: Sarah Bradley, Cal Milbach, Ken Rice, 
Chris Monson and Katie Dahl-Lomatewama. 

The Pacific Northwest Association has recognized April’s leadership in the National Team role 
by awarding her the PNA Coach of the Year two times; in 2013 and 2016. 

April was also recognized for her ability to inspire athlete participation and retention with the 
2014 Kerry O’Brien Inspirational Coach award. 

April Cheadle participates in LMSC throughout the year via board meetings and quarterly 
coaches conference calls.  
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Training USMS Assistant Coaches for a growing 
Pacific Northwest team 

As a USMS Nationals Head Coach, April Cheadle has been proactive in mentoring new coaches 
for future meets. April has so far mentored 5 assistant PNA coaches: Sarah Bradley, Cal Milbach, 
Ken Rice, Chris Monson and Katie Dahl-Lomatewama. 

In addition, Coach Cheadle is training and mentoring two assistant U.S. Masters coaches to help 
accommodate BAM’s growth, using budgeted funds to send these coaches to clinics and training. 
Here is a recent letter from BAM Assistant Coach Jim Stretch, regarding Coach Cheadle and his 
experience with our program. 

To: The U.S. Masters Swimming Coach of the Year Award Committee 

Re: Speedo/U.S. Masters Swimming Coach of the Year award 

I support the nomination of Coach April Cheadle for the Coach of the Year award 
as she has defined for me what it means to be a swim coach. April has: 

• reinvigorated and nurtured our local masters team,

• coached individual swimmers to compete at the national level, including two
recent national championship swims,

• and been recruited multiple times to be head coach for the Puget Sound
Masters, with multiple top five club finishes at national meets.

Coach April has grown our local team, the Bainbridge Aquatic Masters (BAM), 
into a vibrant and dedicated group of athletes who thrive on the opportunity to 
participate in challenging and creative workouts that are designed to focus on 
technique, efficiency, strength and endurance. Such a focus prepares all of us to 
better achieve our fitness goals. She manages to motivate her athletes with 
positive reinforcement and reasoned explanations of how applying specific 
techniques can help swimmers improve while maintaining their physical health.  

Coach April prepares creative workouts that, while different every time, focus on 
a theme that all athletes can benefit from, regardless of their ability. BAM is 
comprised of a diverse group of athletes that come to swimming for multiple 
reasons. Some look to compete in pool, open water, and triathlon events, while 
others come to gain and maintain conditioning, learn how to swim better, build 
their physical endurance, and be part of a community that celebrates good 
health and social well-being through inspiring one another to swim better. Coach 
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April nurtures this sense of community by motivating swimmers, at all ability 
levels, with level-appropriate encouragement that leaves swimmers walking away 
from workouts feeling informed, satisfied, invigorated and looking forward to the 
next workout. 

While serving a diverse group of swimmers, Coach April is mindful to help 
prepare those who wish to compete to be the best they can be when the time 
comes to race. While I competed in high school and college, it wasn’t until I 
started working with April that I learned what it meant to be a student of 
swimming. She has a way of observing technique and focusing a swimmer’s 
attention that helps them maintain attention on the learned skills that are 
needed to succeed. In my case, I continue to learn about how to make subtle 
and often times significant improvements in my technique. She has helped me to 
deconstruct and rebuild my flip turns to make them more efficient. With her help, 
I have been able to improve my stroke technique to the point where I qualified 
for and competed in USMS National short- and long-course championships with 
top-10 finishes. This is all after hip- and knee-replacement surgeries and never 
having reached national qualifying times, in spite of having swum with other 
Masters programs off and on for over 20 years. 

The fact that the Puget Sound Masters region repeatedly recruits Coach April to 
lead the club at USMS National Championships speaks volumes. In a region rich 
with swimming history and accomplishments Coach April has been recognized as 
an effective mentor and motivator who inspires everyone who swims for her to 
excel. Coach April is most deserving of your consideration for the Coach of the 
Year award. 

Sincerely, 
Jim Stretch 
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Swimmer Development 

As mentioned, BAM has experienced extraordinary growth since April took the helm in 2010, growing 
from 69 swimmers to more than 180 swimmers today. We believe that BAM swimmers themselves can best 
illuminate the reasons for the club’s growing appeal and notoriety. These are new quotes and comments for 
your consideration. 

“I can’t say enough good things about April. Her unflagging support and encouragement are 
legend, but we all benefit so much from her encyclopedic and up-to-date knowledge of 
swimming technique. I honestly don’t know where she finds time to coach and learn all the latest 
research findings. She’s a phenom! 

“April meets you where you are, whether that’s a beginner or a former Olympian. We each get 
what we need to move ahead in the sport ( this includes swimmers in their 70s and 80s — we’re 
still learning and we’re made to feel we’re important members of the team). 

“She is patient and kind with us, as we learn and implement new skills at different rates. She 
doesn’t play favorites or spend more time with the fast swimmers. We’re all important to her and 
she genuinely rejoices when we reach a goal (however small) or master a skill. 

“It’s not easy moving to a new place when you retire. April welcomes everyone and makes them 
feel like a ‘teammate.’ Her coaching doesn’t stop at the pool. Truly amazing how much she 
gives of herself. My life would be so different without her.” 

—Andrea Hunt, May 31, 2018, Bainbridge Aquatic Masters 
and Puget Sound Masters 

NOTE: Andrea 
Hunt won the 200 
backstroke (70-74) 
at the 2018 SCY 
Nationals—her 
first ever SCY 
National 
Championship. 
She has been 
swimming with 
April since 
October 2015. 
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“Before BAM, I had one season of high school swimming, ever. I started swimming with Coach 
April when I had two small kids, and through nearly a decade, she's coached me through having 
a third child, coached me while I manage a family of five as everyone's needs grow, and coached 
me while I manage a body that doesn't always do what I want as I get close to 50. She is 
unflappable, professional, compassionate, inspiring, thoughtful, engaged, creative, attentive and 
humble. When she is on deck, coaching us, I feel like an athlete. That is no small feeling for a 
middle-aged mom of three with no college swimming in her background. I don't love the pool — 
I don't swim on my own — but I love swimming with BAM and for Coach April.” 

—Gretchen 

“April can have 20 people in the pool swimming along and no matter which one of those 20 
people you are, you will feel like you are the only one that April is paying attention to. She has a 
true gift for keeping all the members of our pod fine-tuned at the same time. She is one of the 
most amazing people I have ever known.” 

 —CW 

“April! She makes each of us want to be a better swimmer and a better person. She makes 
everyone feel like she is giving you 100% of her attention. She has a very rare gift of relating to 
people from 8 years old to 90 years old. She has an unbelievable ability to figure out what makes 
each of us tick. She also has an on-demand mental video library of each of our four swimming 
strokes. I recently started coaching youth water polo. Several times when I have had challenging 
situations with the kids I take a deep breath and ask myself how would April respond ? I can 
assure you the results are much, much better than if I had just reacted. She has taught me to be a 
better coach and the youth water polo team is benefiting from her expertise even though she is 
not on deck. That is the type of far ranging impact that makes me believe she has earned Coach 
of the Year.”  

 —PW 

“April is a special person who has provided exceptional coaching, encouragement & support for 
me over the last several years. I have learned to love to swim in a way I never did before because 
of her innovative and always fresh approaches to the sport. She is a selfless & humble leader 
with an incredible gift to make each person feel as if they are the most important person. She has 
the unique ability to watch 20 swimmers and at the same time provide individual & specific 
feedback that is spot on. Her talent and passion for swimming, coaching and people is endless 
and unmatched by any other coach, teacher or leader I have ever known. I know that the entire 
Bainbridge Masters group feels incredibly lucky to have her, and I hope she receives all the 
recognition she deserves!”  

—KJ 
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“April is an amazing coach and is there for support through thick and thin, especially injuries, 
surgery, and challenging returns to the water. She even shows up for open water workouts at 
Wildcat Lake in the worst of weather, thunder and lightning being the only exception! Her 
steady and nurturing feedback have made a huge difference in my life. I can’t thank her 
enough.”  

—Eileen 

“April has become a shining light in my life since the first time I tried a Masters class. No one — 
NO ONE — could juggle her exquisite attention to each swimmer’s needs (e.g., age, disability, 
anxiety) the way she does.”  

—CK 

“I am always amazed that April knows the question you are going to ask and already has the 
answer because she has been observing the issue.” 

—BB 
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“I had been a competitive swimmer in the 1960s–1980s and then re-joined as a Masters swimmer 
just last year in 2017 with BAM. From day one, April made me feel as if I never had a 37 year 
absence from the sport. She was absolutely intuitively aware of my skills and very shortly 
became aware of my bad habits. I was worried that I had retained these bad swimming habits, 
from my earlier years, and that muscle memory included these bad habits. Within a matter of 
days, April taught me new methods of swimming that had me swimming so much more 
efficiently. After incorporating these newly taught methods, I felt better aligned and felt like I 
was swimming faster! April consistently watches all of us during practice for any helpful 
techniques she can share. We actually discuss in the locker room how April must have eyes 
situated in a 360o arc, as she knows at all times what each of us is doing and can call us on a 
challenge at any moment!  

“I believed that during my youth I had very good coaches. However in retrospect, if I had April 
and the current knowledge she now possesses back then, wow! I was an accomplished swimmer 
but who knows how much better I would be. I just know I would.  

“Prior to any swim practice, April avails herself for personal chat sessions with swimmers. 
Following the warm-up portion of our workout on a daily basis, April always has a fun greeting 
which she then combines with the order of the day for swimming. She then keeps her eyes out 
for our strokes, mistakes, speed, throughout the practice, all the while inserting her ‘woo-hoo’ to 
someone or a lane who has completed a portion of the workout. At swim meets, I am positive 
that she is ‘swimming’ right next to all of us in each event—both mentally and emotionally. She 
may even have more butterflies in her stomach than her swimmers! April is an outstanding 
encouragement to us.  

“There are fellow swimmers on our team who have shared with me how this team ‘wasn’t’ some 
years prior to April joining as our Coach. Swimmers were not united as a group, like the certain 
way we are now, and there was no cohesiveness to the swimming and no socialization. It is like 
‘night and day’ according to my teammates. I do not doubt this. Our BAM group now consists of 
more members this year than ANY previous years. We number 180, up 50% from just last year! 
More people were recruited as we told others how great a group of people swim with our most 
dedicated leader, Ms. April Cheadle. This growth is all due to her. We all recognize this.  

“In business, as in swimming, the employees will feel a certain way towards their company, due 
to their leader, in large part. The leader paves the way and sets the tone for its subordinates to 
follow and emulate. The members of BAM feel so loyal to swimming, coming to practice, and 
swimming—some for just fitness, and others for competition. Either way, we are a dedicated and 
fun group. 

“I also believe that April coaches based upon who she is as a person. She is not just a coach of 
swimming: she is a hobbyist of sorts, has family herself, and often shares her stories of same, so 
that we could all enjoy and participate in discussion. I truly believe that due in large part to 
April’s coaching abilities, and my willingness to improve, I am a better swimmer now than I was 
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40 years ago. I appreciate the sport and I actually enjoy it more now. This is no doubt, in large 
part, due to April Cheadle.  

“Coach April joined BAM in 2010. She was awarded the Kerry O’Brien Coaching Award by 
USMS Swimming in 2014, and the PNA Coach of the Year award in both 2013 and 2016. April 
has coached 18+ years from age group to Masters and has attained Level 3 coaching status, and 
regularly accompanies our regional USMS team to Nationals as Head Coach or Assistant Head 
Coach. We do have quite a set of state and national master swimmers on our team, all shaped by 
our Coach April Cheadle. 

“I cannot imagine anyone more deserving of the 2018 PNA Coach of the Year as April Cheadle. 
Please accept my nomination for this wonderful award, in confidence.” 

—BK 
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5. LONG-TERM CONTRIBUTIONS TO
MASTERS SWIMMING 

April led BAM to 1st place division wins at 
PNA Champs in 2015, 2016, and 2018 for 
medium-sized teams. For 2017, a surge in 
attendance placed BAM in the large-sized 
teams where it placed third. At Nationals, 
where BAM joins with the rest of the region 
(Puget Sound Masters-PSM), PSM placed 5th 
in Indianapolis (2018),  3rd in California 
(2017), 2nd in Oregon (2016), and 5th in North 
Carolina (2015). April received the U.S. 
Masters Kerry O’Brien Coaching Award in 
2014. 

April was the Assistant Coach for PSM at 
Spring Nationals in 2011, Head Coach in 2012, 2014, 2015, 2017 and 2018, and participated in a 
supporting role in 2013 and 2016. She was selected PNA Coach of the Year twice: 2013 and 
2016. As a member of the PNA Coaches Committee she helps plan, support, and educate other 
coaches. April also supports attendance in competitive swim meets, open water events, and 
postal events. 

Milestones 
• April Cheadle became an official USMS Coach in March of 2010, after being a 

recognized Level 3 USA Coach since 1999.

• BAM has now grown to more than 180 active members, becoming one of the largest US 
Masters programs in the Puget Sound Region. (When April began coaching BAM in 
2010 the team had 69 swimmers.)

• After joining BAM in 2010 Coach Cheadle worked with the Bainbridge Aquatic 
Masters Booster Club Board to bring BAM out of debt and help the organiza-
tion achieve financial stability. Thanks in part to her leadership, the BAM
Booster Club is now in a position to provide assistance to swimmers in need
through a member-funded scholarship program.

• Bainbridge Aquatic Masters now holds two fun, well-attended parties each
year—one in the summer and one during the Christmas holidays.

• Coach Cheadle advocates for and attends all USMS sponsored swim meets and
Zone meets in our LMSC every year, with an athlete participation rate of 5-40%. 
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• Coach Cheadle was selected as PNA Coach of the Year in 2013. (Nomination included in
Attachments)

• Selected for the Kerry O’Brien Inspirational Coaching Award 2014. (Nomination in-
cluded in Attachments)

• Selected as PNA Coach of the Year in 2016. (Nomination included in Attachments)

• Coach Cheadle regularly mentors fellow coaches and assistant coaches in person and via
e-mail and phone.

New Opportunities for BAM Swimmers 2017/2018 

Bainbridge Aquatic Masters has enjoyed robust growth thanks to Coach Cheadle’s leadership and 
enthusiasm, and BAM members enjoy an array of new opportunities: 

• New “Fifth Saturday” clinics introduced by Coach Cheadle provide swimmers with 
dedicated times to focus on specific skills and areas of training; scheduled when a month 
contains five Saturdays (see the most recent announcement in the Attachments, p. 73).

• BAM’s Dryland Training program (taught by Coach Cheadle in a workout space adjacent 
to our pool) has grown from four workouts per week to eight workouts per week.

• Coach Cheadle helps facilitate BAM swimmer attendance at Bainbridge Island clinics. 
Examples include in-house clinics taught by Olympic swimmers Emily Silver and Damir 
Dugonjic.

• Coach Cheadle has expanded the BAM open water swimming program from late May 
through August to include 3 weekly workouts at nearby Wildcat Lake, as well as 
saltwater swims in Puget Sound adjacent to Bainbridge Island. 
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Attachments

2013 PNA COACH OF THE YEAR NOMINATION

Nominator’s name: Joy Archer (for the team)  jarcher@erupts.com  541-343-4259

Candidate’s name: April Cheadle  Bainbridge Aquatic Masters

The only thing to do in nominating April Cheadle as Coach of the Year is to deviate from the usual 
nomination form. Because April isn’t usual. We’re breaking the rules in submitting more than one page, 
and I hope this doesn’t disqualify us. The thing is, Coach April’s team needed a place to express their 
feelings for her. This became their venue.

This entire nomination is meant to address the following criteria: Improvement or enhancement of 
ongoing program or establishment of a new program; Loyalty of team members; Inspiration to others.

Improvement or enhancement of ongoing program or establishment of a new program:

April came to BAM in June of 2010. The program was in disarray and had only about 70 regular 
swimmers. Today, not even 3 years later, there are 140 swimmers on the roster. Did she improve or 
enhance an ongoing program? Or did she establish a new program altogether? Hard to say. What we 
know for sure is that community members who aren’t even swimmers know her as a fantastic coach. 
We know for sure that her reputation is the reason the Master’s team is responsible for most of the use at 
the community aquatic center, by both number of swimmers and hours in the pool. The BAM program 
has grown into a powerhouse Master’s program, sending athletes to regional and national meets for one 
reason: Coach April.

Loyalty of team members: Here, the team members speak for themselves:

When I returned to BAM after cancer surgery, a bit scared and lacking confidence in my body, she 
knew just the right words to let me know that she believed in me and my ability to heal, at my own pace 
and with the support of the team. She treated me like I was going to be normal again. I am sure that she 
was part of the miracle that led to my remission. — Eileen McSherry

No matter how many people are swimming I always feel like April is my own personal coach. I 
don’t know how she does it. Everywhere I go on the island people know her name because we all sing 
her praises constantly. She is the best---the very best.  — Connie W. Waddington

As a coach myself, I can say that Coach Cheadle is a stand-out among coaches for many reasons — 
her deep knowledge of all aspects of swimming; her genuine concern for each member of an extremely 
large program; and her processes of analysis and communication, by which she figures out how to 
improve a swimmer’s performance and instill that improvement in an encouraging, positively-reinforced 
way. One of the reasons I joined BAM was to learn beneficial swimming techniques to pass on to young 
students I teach--in order to teach them the right things the first time. Coach April has been a godsend 

mailto:jarcher@erupts.com
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for that--her dedication and ability to teach swimming is having a positive affect well beyond her 
primary focus of BAM. — JP McCann

She carries around in her head a database on each swimmer. She doesn’t need to watch you swim 
when you ask her a question, she already knows, as it’s already in her head. She grooms each swimmer 
according to what the swimmer wants (and usually that is intuitive) and in their timeline. She is simply 
amazing. Selfless. Professional. Consistent. Dependable. And has grown the program as well as the 
swimmer and swimming community. And she is humble. She never criticizes. Never makes you feel less 
than. She appreciates everyone. She doesn’t appear to have an ego. She is just so giving.  
— Nora Masters

I started swimming when I was 7 and have never had a coach as good as April in age group, high 
school, or many masters’ teams I’ve been on over the last 40 years. Not sure how to succinctly word this, 
but she totally “gets” masters’ swimmers. I like that she is always engaged, she notices a million details, 
and she doesn’t beat us over the head with feedback or continual coaching. For me, I appreciate that she 
totally understands how much feedback I want as well as how much I can process. And she doesn’t go 
crazy with technique stuff because she understands that my priority is a good workout first and some 
technique second. And I think she treats other swimmers differently than she treats me — as they want/
need — which is awesome. I KNOW she could be telling me a zillion things every practice that I could 
fix — and she would totally know how to fix them-- but she also knows I don’t want that much formal 
coaching. She is excellent at coaching stealth! I’ve gotten a lot better under her guidance, but I don’t 
feel like she’s “on me” all the time. Her workouts are interesting, challenging, and organized perfectly. 
And she’s pleasant and fun to be around. I also think it’s rare to find a masters’ coach who is younger 
than almost all of her team, but neither intimidated by us nor condescending toward people who never 
have — and never will — compete at the elite level she did, know what I mean? I’ve seen a lot of young 
coaches who don’t know how to deal with people their parents’ age and I think she has this mastered (ha, 
pun intended). I really can’t say enough about how great of a coach I think she is...I feel very fortunate 
to be on her team. — Ruth Frobe

Inspiration to others: Again, the swimmers will speak for themselves.

I have never worked with a coach that could break down my stroke in such simple, yet progressive 
changes to improve my swimming, and do it in a way that’s fun, gets me motivated and keeps me 
engaged. I wish I’d had her has as a coach as I was growing up swimming! The other amazing thing 
about April is that she is able to do this for every one of her swimmers, all the time, so she meets 
everyone on their level. And to top it all off, she is such a kind person!  — Dana Thompson

April is the kind of coach who watches you so closely that she knows more about your swimming 
than you do. She inspires to make you want to work harder to improve and she will notice it and 
comment positively. — Bart Berg

2013 PNA COACH OF THE YEAR NOMINATION: continued
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2013 PNA COACH OF THE YEAR NOMINATION: continued

It’s every time I drag myself to practice and see her beaming smile that lights up the dark morning. She 
is well named — she is like eternal springtime. There are a million little moments, kind words 
of encouragement or her gentle humor that transform every practice into something special. She is 
wonderful beyond words. — Lynne Forristal

Today’s practice was a perfect example of everyday swimming with Coach April! I came in with a 
fairly complicated health/fitness issue. After only a few words with April I jumped in the pool not 
knowing if I could practice and worried about keeping up. Throughout the course of the workout April 
worked with me tweaking my sets so that I could workout as effectively as I could given my situation. I 
think that is the challenge of a Masters athlete to be able to keep training when things come up that 
threaten your health and fitness. To have a coach that knows how to respond to you as an athlete when 
you are 100% and when you are not is extremely rare. When I am not injured Coach April in right in 
there tweaking my form and offering the most amazing swim sets I have ever seen. She does this for her 
entire community gracefully, intelligently and masterfully. — Mary McCurdy

April Cheadle is an incredibly gifted swimming coach! She is a wonderfully talented and awesome 
instructor and person! She deserves the highest of awards for her passion, intellect, knowledge, 
compassion, patience and creativity as it relates to all aspects of swimming and coaching. April has an 
amazing ability to identify minute ways to improve not only my stroke but others, too. She manages 
with ease, or so it seems, a whole class of swimmers in our Masters program and, yet, every time I swim 
(3-4 times a week) she touches base with me individually in some way to help me improve my free style 
stroke (and others), endurance, efficiency and stamina. She is remarkable the way she makes each class 
fun and interesting and different…every time! — Mary Tuff ey

I have never been much of a swimmer, and I will never make it out of the slow lane. But Coach 
April makes me feel like my efforts have just as much value as those of the best and fastest swimmers in 
the club. In my book, she will always be “Coach of the Year” for the way she makes me feel, and I’d 
love to see her gain official recognition just for that amazing talent. — Nancy Shurtleff

April is attentive to every swimmer in every lane at every workout. For example, she knows 
everyone’s respective strokes, skills, needs and goals so well, that when she calls for a drill set in any 
stroke, she is able to assign the specific drill that is best for each individual swimmer. She pushes each 
of us to learn, to improve and to stretch our limits, all without being pushy or ever yelling, that is, unless 
she is cheering our efforts. In that case, I think she gets more excited about our breakthroughs and 
accomplishments than we do. — Kate Carruthers

April embodies the definition of “coach.” She treats every swimmer with respect; I have never seen 
her show favoritism toward anyone while she is on deck. April has a tremendous enthusiasm for the 
sport of swimming and delights in the accomplishments big and little that her team experiences. It is 
hard to imagine that BAM could have a more talented or dedicated coach than April Cheadle.  
— Jan Fick
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2013 PNA COACH OF THE YEAR NOMINATION: continued

        Coach April’s drills have greatly improved my swimming. She makes each workout fun and full of 
variety. She knows everyone’s strokes, that’s 140+ swimmers I think. Her dedication is amazing. We are 
lucky to have so many workouts in a week, dry land practices and then open water practices during the 
warmer months. Everyone on our team is improving thanks to her. And what a wonderful, nice, fun, 
caring group of swimmers we have on our team, another thanks to her. Our team has more than doubled 
since she started as our coach. Word got out what an awesome coach we have. Bainbridge Aquatic 
Masters is BLESSED with the best coach around. — Sheri Somers

April radiates positive energy. Inspires everyone to try their best every workout. Her stroke 
deconstruction/reconstruction is EPIC. — Jane Lindley

Plato is credited with saying: And what, Socrates, is the food of the soul? Surely, I said, knowledge 
is the food of the soul. April should be coach of the year, for she has figured out how to teach adults 
with wildly different backgrounds in competitive and fitness swimming that team swimming can be 
food for the soul. April has taught not just myself, but others on our team that knowledge of how our 
bodies can learn to move through the water most efficiently is a fun, soul expanding experience with an 
enormous list of exhilarating, positive side effects. Each swim practice I am left smiling at how April 
embodies what Einstein said: The true sign of intelligence is not knowledge, but imagination! April 
constantly updates her knowledge of swimming and has figured out how to use her imagination to make 
every swim practice as interesting and creative as the last. — Elissa Kratzer
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2014 KERRY O’BRIEN COACHING AWARD NOMINATION

Nominator’s name: Joy Archer (for the team) jarcher@erupts.com 541-343-4259

Candidate’s name: April Cheadle Head Coach for Bainbridge Aquatic Masters (BAM)

April came to BAM in June of 2010. The program was in disarray and had only about 70 regular 
swimmers. Today, not even 4 years later, there are 140 swimmers on the roster. Did she reenergize an 
ongoing program? Or did she build a foundation from the ground up? Hard to say. What we know for 
sure is that community members who aren’t even swimmers know her as a fantastic coach. We know 
for sure that her reputation is the reason the Master’s team is responsible for most of the use at the 
community aquatic center, by both number of swimmers and hours in the pool. The BAM program has 
grown into a powerhouse Master’s program, sending athletes to regional and national meets for one 
reason: Coach April.

The following are stories from our swimmers, intended to speak to the criteria Reenergizing and 
Creating Opportunities for Members. 

I have been fortunate to swim for many coaches including two head coaches while with BAM. 
April is building a club that helps us, using workouts and clinics, to improve our technique, swim faster 
and enhance our overall fitness. With her enthusiasm for the sport, for her swimmers, and a desire to 
see us each achieve our goals, whether that includes competition or not, April ultimately inspires us to 
exceed our original goals for swimming with BAM. 

In my case, April has helped me improve my endurance and stroke mechanics after hip and knee 
replacement surgeries. I should mention that I am 62 years old, and have experience as a high school 
All-American, had the pleasure of swimming with nationally recognized swim clubs (e.g., Phillips 66), 
and with some very successful coaches, none of whom provided me with the kind of individual attention 
that April has. I would have to say that April is the best all-around swim coach that I have ever had the 
pleasure of swimming for.

It is clear to me that the increase in our BAM membership is in large part due to current swimmers 
telling prospective swimmers about how good April is as a coach and how she can help and motivate all 
swimmers regardless of their goals and experience. I know because I have initiated such conversations 
with prospective swimmers. — Jim Stretch

As a coach of over 26 years experience in a discipline very different from swimming, and one of 
the “newbies” to Masters Swimming under the tutelage of Coach Cheadle, I verify without question 
she is a STAND-OUT among coaches as THE DRIVER in energizing and re-vitalizing the Bainbridge 
Aquatic Masters program. An over-75-Masters-Champion-friend of mine from out of town visited 
and attended one of Coach Cheadle’s practices. This gent came into practice expecting to show Coach 
Cheadle a few “old tricks,” but left in awe of her ability to teach him a few things about breathing, head 
control and flip turns. Our “newbie” lanes have grown in numbers solely because of the word-of-mouth 
praise Coach Cheadle garners around the pool. 

• She puts you in the right place for observation and critique

• She follows through to ensure you fix problems and build on what you are doing right 
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• She tailors workouts to retain muscle-memory, solid form, and proper technique, then steps    
    up the interval, teaching you to finish challenged, confident and strong

• She challenges you as you are ready to step it up

• She makes every workout fun, challenging, and filled with a discovery of swimming better 

For those with a competitive bent, Coach Cheadle develops workouts to bring swimmers up to 
competitive standing, and instill the confidence to GO FOR IT. While not a competitor myself,  
I relay the story for two from my lane who, on Coach Cheadle’s encouragement and training, “went 
for it” at Nationals. They left us for Masters’ Nationals to our awe and applause, and came back with 
pride, smiles, great stories as one would expect; and even better came back with PERSONAL BESTS 
and grand-smile stories to encourage the rest of us....all due to Coach Cheadle’s “yes you can” and 
preparatory training.

Coach Cheadle’s dedication to coaching at the Masters’ Level, the day-to-day enthusiasm she 
imparts to each of us as we meet her high standards, and her un-flagging dedication from 5:30 am to 
1:30 pm almost every day, along with her vision for training each of us to our greatest potential,  
have re-energized and grown our club in a way that can best be recognized by the Kerry O’Brien 
Coaching Award. — JP McCann

Respectfully submitted: Further support for April Cheadle

April has definitely re-energized our masters group. I have been with our local masters group since 
2001. Previous coaches were fine and got the job done but I learned a whole new world when April 
came on board and slowly coached us to amazing new levels of skill. It continues to amaze me how her 
watchful eye notes every flaw in my strokes — and she knows my flaws much better than I do.  
However, she has a great skill to not discourage but offer positive comment to a specific problem. 
Everyone loves April. — Bart Berg

I’ve been swimming with BAM since 2005 so was pretty familiar with things under the former 
coach and, of course, now. Among “the little niceties” which contribute to our team’s growth and 
cohesion: April makes a point of encouraging introductions every time someone new joins a lane. Out-
and-about in the community, she meets our spouses/partners/kids, remembers their names, and embraces 
them as part of the BAM family. 

As a “closer to 70 than to 60” swimmer who hadn’t had a swim lesson since grade school, my goal 
has been to master freestyle and then become competent in one additional stroke every year or so. April 
is an excellent diagnostician. Of the many possible corrections I could make, she picks only one aspect 
at a time for correction. She helps me understand what I am doing incorrectly, explains how I could 
be more efficient, then offers one suggestion that I might try for 25 or 50 yards. If it’s working, I stick 
with it. If it’s not, April offers a variation and I try again. She is articulate, can convey a concept or a 
motion with a variety of words or demonstrations, and dishes it all out in a spirit of gentle, sometimes 
humorous, caring support.  I guess the highest compliment I can offer: I never leave discouraged, I’m 
having fun. I’m mastering those strokes. I keep coming back. —Julie Shryock

2014 KERRY O’BRIEN COACHING AWARD NOMINATION: continued  
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April has given new energy to BAM with her enthusiasm and encouragement to even the slowest 
of swimmers. She is supportive and patient to all levels. Every time I swim when she is coach I learn 
something new and feel better than before I came into the pool. I am never going to compete but she 
values everyone. — P. Charles

I started on BAM three years ago. At the time, I was a stay-at-home mom with twin babies and a 
toddler, desperate for exercise and social interactions. I had been a swimmer throughout high school but 
hadn’t set foot in a pool in nearly 13 years. To say I was nervous and intimidated on that first day is an 
understatement. That is, until I met April. It only took a few practices for me to get “hooked” back on 
swimming, thanks to April’s energizing and enthusiastic approach to coaching. I felt like she understood 
me as a swimmer — and all of my teammates, for that matter — in a way that no other coach ever  
had before.

 Thanks to April, I recently beat my high school 500 free time by a whopping 6 seconds. Thanks 
to April, I had the confidence to swim such distances like the 400IM and the 1650 free (to which I 
placed second in my age group at USMS Nationals). Thanks to April, I can’t imagine my life without 
swimming on BAM. I am a stronger, fitter, and more confident person than ever before. While this is 
my story, I know that my teammates all have similar stories of how April inspired, encouraged, and 
challenged them as well. I owe so much to April! —Kari Wetzler

April is the most passionate person I have seen in regards to swimming, with both Masters and 
Age Group swimmers. I have witnessed April spending the same time and attention to swimmers, 
whether a new masters swimmer just learning how to accomplish the strokes, the open water swimmer, 
Triathlete, nationally ranked swimmer training for Nationals or World Championships, and age groupers 
training for regional championship meets. Her ability to not only see where improvements can be 
made, but more importantly, her ability to communicate that to the swimmer, no matter what age, is 
astounding. 

 April has gone above and beyond the call of duty on countless occasions. Whether at Nationals, 
where as the Head Coach for the 89 member Puget Sound Masters Team she worked tirelessly from 
5am to 11pm for 5 straight days dealing with every issue and challenge imaginable; to personal issues of 
swimmers away from the pool, where she goes the extra mile to listen, help, and encourage those on the 
team so that they can find a way to stay in the water to continue what they love — swimming.

 Many times we joke in practice that April sees everything and knows us so very well, better than 
we know ourselves sometimes. It is absolutely true. — Randy Rogers

I reluctantly joined Bainbridge Aquatic Masters to improve my freestyle stroke for triathlons. 
Word on the street was that the coach was welcoming and made it fun. I was dubious, hating the idea 
of swimming repetitive laps in a concrete tank. Two years later, I am now swimming 5 days a week 
whenever possible to maximize my coaching time with April. Not only is she welcoming and fun, but 
she makes swimming remarkably satisfying by helping each and every swimmer improve. She projects 
as much joy in teaching a new swimmer to do a successful flip turn as she does in refining the stroke of 
a national champion, and that joy is simply contagious. We all leave the pool with smiles on our faces. 
Who wouldn’t want that as part of their day?! — Cestjon McFarland

2014 KERRY O’BRIEN COACHING AWARD NOMINATION: continued
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In addition to her great skills at the technical aspects of swimming and how to explain them so 
swimmers can make their bodies implement what she is trying to get us to change and improve. April 
has a very rare gift of relating well to people from 10 years old to 90 years old. She understands that we 
have different motivations and figures out what is important to each of us. She gives everyone 100% of 
her attention! — Paul Webber

April Cheadle is a wonderfully talented and awesome swimming coach! At each practice she is 
passionate, enthusiastic and positive about helping me swim better. She is remarkable the way she makes 
each practice fun, different and challenging…every time…always focusing on improving technique! 
She deserves the highest of awards for her eagerness, exuberance, knowledge, compassion, patience, 
intellect, and creativity as it relates to all aspects of being a swimming coach.  April makes me want to 
come back to the pool each time. — Mary Tuffley

 No matter how many swimmers are working out, she manages to have suggestions and input for 
everyone, yet she also manages to keep the workout going — not a lot of down time!  
— Marilyn Gottlieb

I am a 68 year old who swims for fitness. Over the years I have engaged in a variety of fitness 
activities only to abandon them out of boredom or injury. By contrast, I joined the Bainbridge Aquatic 
Masters in 2006 and have ever since participated consistently in twice-weekly workouts that I consider 
essential to my ongoing health and fitness. Without a doubt, this is largely due to Coach April’s expertise 
in providing drill variety, plus her attention to proper form and individual skills (which prevents injury). 
For those reasons, Coach April has attracted so many new swimmers to our club (Joy, I presume you 
have the statistics). In summary, Coach April takes the time to set individually appropriate goals with 
each swimmer, and that keeps us motivated! — Angela de Oliveira

When I returned to BAM after cancer surgery, a bit scared and lacking confidence in my body, she 
knew just the right words to let me know that she believed in me and my ability to heal, at my own pace 
and with the support of the team.  She treated me like I was going to be normal again. I am sure that she 
was part of the miracle that led to my remission. — Eileen McSherry

 No matter how many people are swimming I always feel like April is my own personal coach. I 
don’t know how she does it. Everywhere I go on the island people know her name because we all sing 
her praises constantly. She is the best — the very best. — Connie W. Waddington

She carries around in her head a database on each swimmer. She doesn’t need to watch you swim 
when you ask her a question, she already knows, as it’s already in her head. She grooms each swimmer 
according to what the swimmer wants (and usually that is intuitive) and in their timeline. She is simply 
amazing. Selfless. Professional. Consistent. Dependable. And has grown the program as well as the 
swimmer and swimming community. And she is humble. She never criticizes. Never makes you feel less 
than. She appreciates everyone. She doesn’t appear to have an ego. She is just so giving. 
 — Nora Masters

2014 KERRY O’BRIEN COACHING AWARD NOMINATION: continued
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2016 PNA COACH OF THE YEAR NOMINATION: APRIL CHEADLE

Nominator’s Name: Tom Goodlin, Vice President BAM Boosters Club  
Email Address: tgoodlin@comcast.net 
Candidate’s Name: April Cheadle 
Team/Workout Group: Bainbridge Aquatic Masters (BAM).  
Number years coaching this team: 6 years. 
Candidate’s coaching experience: April has coached swimming at various levels since 1998 and BAM 
since 2010. April is a Level 3 certified coach by U.S. Masters.

Candidate’s coaching accomplishments: 
Within the last year, April led BAM to a first place finish in their team category at PNA Champs and 
also led the Puget Sound Masters to a second place finish at the U.S. Masters Spring Nationals in San 
Antonio. In 2014, April received the U.S. Masters Kerry O’Brien Coaching Award.

Candidate’s improvement/enhancement of program or development of a new program: 
April took over as the head coach for BAM in June 2010 when the program was in disarray and had 
only about 70 regular swimmers. Within 3 years, she had grown to program to 140 swimmers, a level of 
participation that has since remained steady. In addition, the number of workouts attended by individuals 
continues to increase resulting in a greater frequency of participation. This last year, participation in the 
Saturday morning practice at 7 a.m. had grown above 45 in a six-lane pool; in response, April added a 
5:30 a.m. Saturday practice (alternating the early swim for a slower group and a faster group by week). 
April also holds dryland workouts for two groups of swimmers that meet twice a week. In late spring 
and summers, April has added open water training in fresh and salt water approximately twice a week. 
Participation in meets also has increased and April has lead large BAM contingencies to PNA Champs 
and U.S. Masters Spring Nationals.

Candidate’s contributions to PNA: 
April is an active coach within the PNA organization, and has been head coach for Puget Sound Masters 
at the US Masters Spring Nationals for the last two years (Santa Clara and San Antonio). For these past 
two Spring Nationals, April brought along different assistant coaches so that more coaches within the 
region would gain experience assisting at the national meet.

Evidence of Candidate’s coaching skills and knowledge: 
April is the most passionate and talented coach that any of us swimming with BAM have encountered in 
life.  April gives equal time and attention to all swimmers, whether new masters swimmer just learning 
the strokes, open water swimmer, triathlete, nationally-ranked swimmer training for Nationals or World 
Championships, first-time competitors, or simply swimmers seeking conditioning. April coaches the 
whole pool, from slow lanes to fast and from first to last. BAM members often remark how April gives 
individual attention to each and every swimmer. She has an uncanny ability to work closely in a practice 
with a small group of individuals and yet maintain good awareness of the other swimmers. April is 
humble and never criticizes, and yet she knows how to draw efforts from people with subtle challenges. 
Some aspects of her coaching in particular are called out below:

•	 Creativity in workouts – Her workouts are interesting, challenging, and organized 
perfectly. April works on themes throughout a week, but avoids repeating workouts (it is fair to 
say that I have never had an identical workout from April in my four years with BAM.)

mailto:tgoodlin@comcast.net
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•	 Individual tailoring of drills and workouts – Many BAM swimmers receive individual drills 
or adjustments from April that seek to correct stroke flaws. She often adjusts workouts for lanes 
depending on who shows to practice, and may have two, three, or four different workouts by lane 
running simultaneously.

•	 Stroke corrections – April maintains great awareness of each swimmer, as if she has a database 
on everyone’s stroke.  She doesn’t need to watch you swim when you ask her a question; she 
already knows, and has ready and useful corrections.  She also provides feedback carefully to 
allow swimmers to focus on one improvement at a time and avoids continual coaching that could 
not be processed. She is a coach who can break down a stroke in simple yet progressive changes 
to improve swimming in a way that is fun and motivating. 

•	 Injuries – April pays keen attention to injuries, helping swimmers adjust strokes to avoid injury 
or to accommodate the aches and pains that come with coaching older athletes. She is flexible 
and facile in providing individual adjustments to help mechanics and speed recoveries. 

•	 Illness – April tracks the health of her swimmers and makes adjustments to individual workouts to 
accommodate illness. She is very sensitive to modify an individual’s workout when they feel less 
than 100%. In cases where more significant illness impacts her athletes (heart disease, cancer, joint 
problems, etc.) she is at her most supportive in helping them get back to physical activity, if possible.

•	 Welcoming of visitors – April will gladly offer coaching to visiting swimmers, if interested, and 
she often provides substantial instruction since her time with them is limited.

•	 Community – Fostering a strong sense of community is very important to April. She checks 
that everyone swimming in a lane knows one another. She calls attention to athletes who have 
participated in meets, open water swims, and triathlons. She announces with sympathy those 
who have experienced setbacks in life, including organizing cards of sympathy or good wishes 
for fellow teammates. Out-and-about in the community, she meets our spouses/partners/kids, 
remembers their names, and embraces them as part of the BAM family.  

•	 Inspiration – April coaches a large group with each practice, and yet she manages to touch base 
with each swimmer individually. She treats every swimmer with respect, without favoritism 
toward anyone while she is on deck. She pushes BAM swimmers to learn, improve, stretch our 
limits, all without being pushy or ever yelling; that is, unless she is cheering our efforts. In that 
case, it seems April gets more excited about our breakthroughs and accomplishments than we do.

Impact of Candidate’s coaching efforts on others: 
We at BAM recognize April as a great coach. She has figured out how to teach adults with wildly different 
backgrounds in competitive and fitness swimming that team swimming can be stimulating and intellectual, 
and that working on improving the efficiency of moving our bodies through the water can be a fun, soul 
expanding experience with an enormous positive side effects. BAM members care deeply about April because 
she cares so deeply about them. People often remark how swimming with April is the most interesting, fun, 
and satisfying part of their day. April is not only welcoming and fun, but she makes swimming remarkably 
satisfying by helping each and every swimmer engage in their workouts and improve. She projects as much 
joy in teaching a new swimmer to do a successful flip turn as she does in refining the stroke of a national 
champion, and that joy is simply contagious. BAM members could provide many testaments to the ways in 
which April has moved and inspired those she coaches, but for efficiency just one communication within the 
last month is pasted below to give an idea of the community of support she has fostered.

2016 PNA COACH OF THE YEAR NOMINATION: continued
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From: “BAM Communications Director” <bamcommunicates@gmail.com> 
To: “BAM Communications Director” <BAMcommunicates@gmail.com> 
Sent: Monday, February 22, 2016 5:52:53 PM 
Subject: Gratitude and connecting and things
Water worshippers,
As we dip our toes into the LAST 7 DAYS of the February Fitness Challenge, I have two 
extraordinary bits to inspire you to a strong finish:
1. Gratitude for your strong arms. The following is a thank-you note from teammate C*** 
(names omitted for privacy):
THANK YOU!!!!
Aside from my wedding day, the last time I got so emotional and overwhelmed was at the 
Swedish hospital giving birth to my daughter, C___, 22 years ago!  I want to sincerely thank 
each and every one who wrote the healing messages from the bottom of my heart.  I am so 
grateful!  The surprise gift is a genius idea: the two giant fortune cookies (super cute and 
symbolic) overflowing with loving thoughts and encouraging messages; the tea (which I learn 
to love), and the itty bitty monkey (C___ named her Georgie).  What more can a person ask.  
It has taken me a long time to read each message because I was constantly blinded by the 
tears which flow freely non-stop.  My cup is full; I am a very rich person indeed.
Cancer sucks.  I always tell people, “Every single person who stands behind me is one more 
soldier in my army!”  So congratulations, you are being recruited.  I now have the kick-ass 
Bainbridge BAMMERS (and other kind folks) in my fight against cancer.  Your blessings give 
me hope and courage that I desperately need at this point in my life.  I am focusing on being 
positive and am getting busy living….
Truth be told, the sad part about my illness is that I am no longer an active member of BAM.  
I love my workouts at the pool (who doesn’t?).  The pool has been a “happy place” for me 
the last 5+ years.   April and all the bammers have contributed to the positive environment 
for me.  I especially love the challenge of learning and being pushed by Coach April and my 
teammates in the pool.  Thanks y’all! C___ once told me, “Mom, I don’t know what it is, but 
your teammates all get along so well.  It is such a fun experience swimming with them.”  I 
always meant to say something to April about that.  Guess now is not too late.  Just know that 
I am a proud member of BAM.  I miss swimming and I miss my teammates.
 All my love, C***
2. A connection from afar. Sarah Grundman swam with us this past summer and is now in 
Russia speaking an impossible language and doing remarkable things that will bring back 
(hazy) memories of your own (feckless?) early twenties. Sarah is writing a blog and I think 
many of you will enjoy following her adventures there: A Little Water.
Onward and wetward,
Joy, BAM Communications Director

2016 PNA COACH OF THE YEAR NOMINATION: continued
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Jessica Dubey <jdubey13@gmail.com>

Fwd: August LCM Nationals 
1 message

tgoodlin@comcast.net <tgoodlin@comcast.net> Mon, Jun 26, 2017 at 5:34 PM
To: Kenneth Bennett <ken@kennethgbennett.com>, "Dubey, Jessica" <jdubey13@gmail.com>
Cc: "Cheadle, April" <swim4him@hotmail.com>

Here are the August meet summaries.
Maybe this set is too much (but darned fun). As attachments, the info is offered to the committee and they can choose to ignore. 
See what you think 

 Forwarded message  
From: April Cheadle <april@biparks.org> 
To: "jbbaker202@gmail.com" <jbbaker202@gmail.com>, "tgoodlin@comcast.net" <tgoodlin@comcast.net>, Randy Rogers <ramjet2011@yahoo.com>,
"heatherbutterfly99@gmail.com" <heatherbutterfly99@gmail.com>, "openwaterswim@gmail com" <openwaterswim@gmail.com>, "dlsaw@msn.com"
<dlsaw@msn.com>, "ddumouchel@yahoo com" <ddumouchel@yahoo.com>, "juleelongridge@comcast.net" <juleelongridge@comcast.net>, Cestjon McFarland
<cestjon@cmcfarland.com>, "jimstretch51@gmail.com" <jimstretch51@gmail.com>, "swim4him@hotmail.com" <swim4him@hotmail.com> 
Cc:  
Bcc:  
Date: Mon, 22 Aug 2016 19:35:56 +0000 
Subject: BAM National update #5 

What a week!  So blessed to be able to coach you all and have the experience of Summer Nationals with you!

 

Our final day of the meet had some great surprises in it!

Andi kicked ;) off our day with the 200 back with a beautiful even split swim, and a 6th place finish!

Denise completed her first ever 200 backstroke and found some great speed at the end plus some very straight swimming!

Stretch also had an opportunity to give the 200 back a try, and was able to experiment with breathing patterns and further extend his knowledge of the stroke and
another Top 10 finish!

Cestjon had the opportunity to warm up in long course and live to swim another day.  Her encouragement, support, observations, and attention to stroke technique
was a treat!

Tom has really come a long way in his start form in backstroke, and it was exciting to see him launch off those blocks!  Really smooth swimming with some surprising
speed at the end of the race!

Sunday added the presence of Julee Longridge and my first opportunity to see her race! Congratulations to Julee on two Top 10 finishes in the 50 fly and 100 free in
your first Nationals and a competitive age group!  I’m excited to be able to continue coaching you in the future. Julee also gave us our phrase for Sunday, “Why
would you want to do anything else but swim?”

Jessica Dubey <jdubey13@gmail.com>
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To: Kenneth Bennett <ken@kennethgbennett.com>, "Dubey, Jessica" <jdubey13@gmail.com>
Cc: "Cheadle, April" <swim4him@hotmail.com>

Here are the August meet summaries.
Maybe this set is too much (but darned fun). As attachments, the info is offered to the committee and they can choose to ignore. 
See what you think 

 Forwarded message  
From: April Cheadle <april@biparks.org> 
To: "jbbaker202@gmail.com" <jbbaker202@gmail.com>, "tgoodlin@comcast.net" <tgoodlin@comcast.net>, Randy Rogers <ramjet2011@yahoo.com>,
"heatherbutterfly99@gmail.com" <heatherbutterfly99@gmail.com>, "openwaterswim@gmail com" <openwaterswim@gmail.com>, "dlsaw@msn.com"
<dlsaw@msn.com>, "ddumouchel@yahoo com" <ddumouchel@yahoo.com>, "juleelongridge@comcast.net" <juleelongridge@comcast.net>, Cestjon McFarland
<cestjon@cmcfarland.com>, "jimstretch51@gmail.com" <jimstretch51@gmail.com>, "swim4him@hotmail.com" <swim4him@hotmail.com> 
Cc:  
Bcc:  
Date: Mon, 22 Aug 2016 19:35:56 +0000 
Subject: BAM National update #5 

What a week!  So blessed to be able to coach you all and have the experience of Summer Nationals with you!

 

Our final day of the meet had some great surprises in it!

Andi kicked ;) off our day with the 200 back with a beautiful even split swim, and a 6th place finish!

Denise completed her first ever 200 backstroke and found some great speed at the end plus some very straight swimming!

Stretch also had an opportunity to give the 200 back a try, and was able to experiment with breathing patterns and further extend his knowledge of the stroke and
another Top 10 finish!

Cestjon had the opportunity to warm up in long course and live to swim another day.  Her encouragement, support, observations, and attention to stroke technique
was a treat!

Tom has really come a long way in his start form in backstroke, and it was exciting to see him launch off those blocks!  Really smooth swimming with some surprising
speed at the end of the race!

Sunday added the presence of Julee Longridge and my first opportunity to see her race! Congratulations to Julee on two Top 10 finishes in the 50 fly and 100 free in
your first Nationals and a competitive age group!  I’m excited to be able to continue coaching you in the future. Julee also gave us our phrase for Sunday, “Why
would you want to do anything else but swim?”
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Shelley completed her wild weekend of swimming with a sprinty 50 fly filled with technique and power, and another Top 10 finish!

John Baker also finished out his Summer Nationals meet with a 50 fly sprint that cracked the Top 10, too!  Seeing JB and Shelley taking their competition in practice
straight into the meet was a ton of fun! Plus, JB is on his way to being the fittest he has been in Masters swimming, and it makes a difference!

Dennis showed why he is so versatile in his Breaststroke racing; not only can he annihilate the underwater pulldowns when he swims short course, but he absolutely
powers through the stroke in long course! A strong swim at the end of a hot meet placed Dennis in 4th for both his 200Br and his 50Br on the relay!

Heather was anticipating her 200Breaststroke all weekend, and just needed to focus on ‘glide’, which is exactly what she did!  But then the surprise came after she
had finished and was getting ready shower.  Her teammates and I encouraged her to help us find the medals for those who had already left the meet.  So as Heather
perused the 200Breast sheet looking for names she knew, she suddenly came across her very own name in 10th place!  The shrieks of celebration could be heard
through the town, and Heather lost her voice from running around and sharing the joy of her first medal with anyone who would listen!  Enjoy the moment, Heather!

 

So proud of all of you for taking on events, distances, and meters for the first time!  I enjoyed being able to use the meet like a stroke clinic and identify some great
swimming and technique with you! Celebrate your moments, share the joy, reset the goals, identify areas to work on, and I’ll see you back in the water in September!

April

 

 Forwarded message  
From: April Cheadle <april@biparks.org> 
To: "swim4him@hotmail.com" <swim4him@hotmail.com> 
Cc: "jbbaker202@gmail.com" <jbbaker202@gmail.com>, "tgoodlin@comcast.net" <tgoodlin@comcast.net>, Randy Rogers <ramjet2011@yahoo.com>,
"heatherbutterfly99@gmail.com" <heatherbutterfly99@gmail.com>, "openwaterswim@gmail com" <openwaterswim@gmail.com>, "dlsaw@msn.com"
<dlsaw@msn.com>, "ddumouchel@yahoo com" <ddumouchel@yahoo.com>, "juleelongridge@comcast.net" <juleelongridge@comcast.net>, Cestjon McFarland
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<cestjon@cmcfarland.com>, "jimstretch51@gmail.com" <jimstretch51@gmail.com> 
Bcc:  
Date: Mon, 22 Aug 2016 17:38:55 +0000 
Subject: BAM National team update #4 

Day #4 of Summer Nationals!(my internet wasn’t working when I tried to send this on Saturday!!!)

 

Today marked the hottest day on record for Gresham, Oregon, and I’m pretty sure it was even hotter on deck!  The swims in the pool were blistering!

Andi started the morning with a Top 10 placing 400 free, and then continued her success with a 100 back that had a perfectly timed flip turn and finish into the wall!
She rounded out the evening on two Top10 relays, and even dove off the blocks to help her relay score higher!  This is a big feat!

Tom Goodlin and Cestjon joined the squad today, and we were encouraged by Cestjon’s cheering, insights, photos, and presence on deck.

Tom went after his 400 free and was pleasantly surprised by how much speed he had at the finish!  Then as the day progressed, Tom got off to a great start in the
100 back, but was then caught by the laneline monster on the return.  Overall, a great experience to see Tom take on his events in long course form!

Dennis had a relaxing day today, and came in to help spur his two relays on to 7th place each for big team points!  Dennis had a thrilling split and race in the medley
relay to help pull his team up from behind and give some clear water for the next leg!

Heather continued her quest befriending new people and trying to capture her own Nationals medal!  She was able to swim on a free relay at Nationals, and gets
ready to swim her first ever long course 200 Br tomorrow.

Denise found herself surprisingly swimming on two National relays, and with very little time in between, she sprinted exactly the same time on each! 

Stretch pushed through the 400 free with a distance swimmer’s heart and maintained his new breathing pattern. Then, he sustained his composure when fellow
competitors false started in the 100 backstroke, and he came away with a Top 10 finish!

John Baker valiantly raced the 400 free for a 5th place finish, and then made it his job to work on recovering his body in time for the last relay of the day where he
split a best 50 fly sprint and helped his relay take home 4th place!

Shelley surprised herself by taking home her highest placing in the 400 free at 4th!  With improved stroke technique, training, and strength, she is emerging as quite
the middistance specialist!  She even took on her first 100 meter backstroke and placed Top 10!  Shelley rounded out the day with an individual 50 free sprint, and a
50 free on a relay.  Her consistency with both was apparent, and her teammates love counting on her!
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Randy stayed at the meet even though he wasn’t selected for a relay, and continued to offer support, encouragement, and counsel, and learn from watching those
around him.  He also made a special Voodoo donut run!  My first experience with that shock of sugary goodness!

 

Stay tuned for the last day of Nationals on Sunday!

April

 Forwarded message  
From: April Cheadle <april@biparks.org> 
To: "jbbaker202@gmail.com" <jbbaker202@gmail.com>, "tgoodlin@comcast.net" <tgoodlin@comcast.net>, Randy Rogers <ramjet2011@yahoo.com>,
"heatherbutterfly99@gmail.com" <heatherbutterfly99@gmail.com>, "openwaterswim@gmail com" <openwaterswim@gmail.com>, "dlsaw@msn.com"
<dlsaw@msn.com>, "ddumouchel@yahoo com" <ddumouchel@yahoo.com>, "juleelongridge@comcast.net" <juleelongridge@comcast.net>, Cestjon McFarland
<cestjon@cmcfarland.com>, "jimstretch51@gmail.com" <jimstretch51@gmail.com>, Shelley Reimer <shelleyblainreimer@gmail.com>, Beth and Jody HOWARD
<BETHANDJODY@msn.com> 
Cc:  
Bcc:  
Date: Sat, 20 Aug 2016 05:43:42 +0000 
Subject: BAM Nationals Update Day #3 

Summer Nationals Update #3 
BAM swimmers are excelling in the sun! After temperatures hit 100 degrees on deck, we saw outrageous swimming!  
800 free: Jim Stretch swam his first ever 800 to establish a Master's time and came in 9th for team points!  
Heather AdkinsNarte performed what she practiced and then declared that 50 meters of Breaststroke doesn't seem so long after all!  
Denise Dumouchel gained speed as she raced down the pool and showed her competitive spirit in both t...he 50Br and 200IM. You would never guess
that this is her first National meet!

 
Beth Howard kept her increased tempo up and passed the field in the last 15 meters to take home two more top 10 placings in the 50Br and 200IM!  
Dennis Sawyer had an impressive race to take 4th that came down to 100ths of a second in the 50Br!  
Jody Howard deftly maneuvered through the 200IM with impeccable timing into the walls and his turns!  
John Baker dropped an unbelievable 1.5 seconds in the 50Br, and then hopped right out to swim a racefilled 200IM taking home Top 10 rankings in
each!  
Shelley and Randy: Both waited patiently, cheered relentlessly, and prepped for their one relay 50 of the day. But it was worth the wait! All relays placed
for giant team points!  And Shelley became a National Champion with her first place relay!
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We can’t wait for more teammates to show up tomorrow!

Go BAM!

 

 Forwarded message  
From: April Cheadle <april@biparks.org> 
To: "jbbaker202@gmail.com" <jbbaker202@gmail.com>, "tgoodlin@comcast.net" <tgoodlin@comcast.net>, Randy Rogers <ramjet2011@yahoo.com>,
"heatherbutterfly99@gmail.com" <heatherbutterfly99@gmail.com>, "openwaterswim@gmail com" <openwaterswim@gmail.com>, "dlsaw@msn.com"
<dlsaw@msn.com>, "ddumouchel@yahoo com" <ddumouchel@yahoo.com>, "juleelongridge@comcast.net" <juleelongridge@comcast.net>, Cestjon McFarland
<cestjon@cmcfarland.com>, "jimstretch51@gmail.com" <jimstretch51@gmail.com>, Shelley Reimer <shelleyblainreimer@gmail.com>, Beth and Jody HOWARD
<BETHANDJODY@msn.com> 
Cc:  
Bcc:  
Date: Fri, 19 Aug 2016 05:24:22 +0000 
Subject: BAM Nationals Update Day #2 

Day #2 USMS LC Nationals!

Update: 
400IM: Beth Howard not only survived the fly and negative split every 100 of her IM, but she also came away with a Top 10, pointscoring finish!

200 Free: Jody Howard and Jim Stretch both took on the competitive 200 free, and successfully executed their strategies in racing this long sprint!

100 Breaststroke: Dennis Sawyer took off like a shot, and finished 3rd in the Nation! Heather AdkinsNarte experienced her first long course meter 100 Breaststroke and
came away with some new emphasis for training! John Baker blazed out next to lifetime rival, friend, and Olympian Rick Colella, and took home a 4th place finish in a
competitive event. Beth closed on the field in the last 15 meters and took 6th!
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50 Back: This quick sprint showed the talents of Andi Hunt who swam a very straight swim for a 9th place finish that was a huge surprise! Dennis displayed his Masters
double arm backstroke until the laneline monster caught him halfway down the pool! He still managed to race in to a 6th place finish!

Jody Howard was our lone 100 fly man, and he finished out the day with an impressive 7th place finish in the Nation!

 

 Forwarded message  
From: April Cheadle <april@biparks.org> 
To: April Cheadle <april@biparks.org> 
Cc:  
Bcc:  
Date: Thu, 18 Aug 2016 04:10:48 +0000 
Subject: FW: BAM Nationals Update Day #1 + Extra Practice option! 

Hello BAMmers!

 

This week you have 13 teammates representing BAM and the Puget Sound Masters at the Summer Long Course Nationals swim meet in Gresham, Oregon.

 

While we’re here swimming, remember you have a modified practice schedule.

Thanks to our subs, you have an additional practice time offered tomorrow/Thursday at noon!

Thursday: 5:15, 9:00, noon

Friday: 9 only

Saturday: Group 1 at 7, Group 2 at 5:30

 

Update #1 from Nationals!

Today was the 1500 freethe Mile!

Andi Hunt and Randy Rogers both swam and did well!

Andi did a fantastic job holding her stroke rate at her practiced tempo, and even incorporated her kick earlier than usual!  This resulted in a 4th place overall finish in
her age group!  Congrats, Andi!

Randy went out fast and worked his technique and core muscles to maintain his body position.  Not only did he accomplish his goals, but he also took 1st in the
event, becoming National Champion in the Mile!  Enjoy the moment, Randy!

 

More updates coming soon!

You can follow along at http://www.usms.org/comp/lcnats16/realtime/

 

Have a great last week before break!

April Cheadle

Head Coach Bainbridge Aquatic Masters Swimming

April@biparks.org
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Jessica Dubey <jdubey13@gmail.com>

Fwd: Three out of four daily recaps Spring SCY Nationals 
1 message

tgoodlin@comcast.net <tgoodlin@comcast.net> Mon, Jun 26, 2017 at 5:29 PM
To: Kenneth Bennett <ken@kennethgbennett.com>, "Dubey, Jessica" <jdubey13@gmail.com>
Cc: "Cheadle, April" <swim4him@hotmail.com>

Will look to see if there was a fourth.

 Forwarded message  
From: "April C." <swim4him@hotmail.com> 
To: "rebekah.pusateri@gmail.com" <rebekah.pusateri@gmail.com>, "caulfieldma@gmail.com" <caulfieldma@gmail.com>, "monsena@wwu.edu"
<monsena@wwu.edu>, "abenvaron@gmail.com" <abenvaron@gmail.com>, "sare.madelynn7@gmail.com" <sare.madelynn7@gmail.com>,
"Jackie.r.delong@gmail.com" <Jackie.r.delong@gmail.com>, "carolinemay17@gmail.com" <carolinemay17@gmail.com>, "emily.deardorff@gmail.com"
<emily.deardorff@gmail.com>, "mccreaava@gmail.com" <mccreaava@gmail.com>, "carolinebbaber@gmail.com" <carolinebbaber@gmail.com>,
"joshpehrson535@gmail.com" <joshpehrson535@gmail.com>, "flydude.nick@gmail.com" <flydude.nick@gmail.com>, "Justin_atwood1993@hotmail.com"
<Justin_atwood1993@hotmail.com>, "nixon.blake10@gmail.com" <nixon.blake10@gmail.com>, "clarka32@wwu.edu" <clarka32@wwu.edu>,
"swimaholic92@gmail.com" <swimaholic92@gmail.com>, "acox511@gmail.com" <acox511@gmail.com>, "ruru91@hotmail.com" <ruru91@hotmail.com>,
"ellenella@live.com" <ellenella@live.com>, "sandi.phinney@gmail.com" <sandi.phinney@gmail.com>, "ferriesj@gmail.com" <ferriesj@gmail.com>,
"lwalberg@msn.com" <lwalberg@msn.com>, "Julie@nwface.com" <Julie@nwface.com>, "farinasj@hotmail.com" <farinasj@hotmail.com>,
"lisakeith@rocketmail.com" <lisakeith@rocketmail.com>, "maolny@yahoo.com" <maolny@yahoo.com>, "d.l.phillips@hotmail.com" <d.l.phillips@hotmail.com>,
"bradrolfing@gmail.com" <bradrolfing@gmail.com>, "mjhanson.family@gmail.com" <mjhanson.family@gmail.com>, "david.kays@hotmail.com"
<david.kays@hotmail.com>, "Bryanesmith45@gmail.com" <Bryanesmith45@gmail.com>, "seussnelson@comcast.net" <seussnelson@comcast.net>,
"mattpc2@yahoo.com" <mattpc2@yahoo.com>, "darrendgray@gmail.com" <darrendgray@gmail.com>, "doug.winter@lyndendoor.com"
<doug.winter@lyndendoor.com>, "debra@glassman.org" <debra@glassman.org>, "cestjon@hotmail.com" <cestjon@hotmail.com>, "swansov@aol.com"
<swansov@aol.com>, "donaldgraham@mindspring.com" <donaldgraham@mindspring.com>, "hayncarl@gmail.com" <hayncarl@gmail.com>,
"coachhering@gmail.com" <coachhering@gmail.com>, "lnalli66@gmail.com" <lnalli66@gmail.com>, "gwilwerding@comcast.net" <gwilwerding@comcast.net>,
"tgoodlin@comcast.net" <tgoodlin@comcast.net>, "breederfly@gmail.com" <breederfly@gmail.com>, "skipgreene@comcast.net" <skipgreene@comcast.net>,
"pete@colbeckcompany.com" <pete@colbeckcompany.com>, "rspbaloo@gmail.com" <rspbaloo@gmail.com>, "bbmoore.moore@gmail.com"
<bbmoore.moore@gmail.com>, "Flipperbob@comcast.net" <Flipperbob@comcast.net>, "lionel.pllz@gmail.com" <lionel.pllz@gmail.com>,
"charlottedavisswims@gmail.com" <charlottedavisswims@gmail.com>, "stellamariepreissler@gmail.com" <stellamariepreissler@gmail.com>,
"kathyj.casey@comcast.net" <kathyj.casey@comcast.net>, "salswmr@comcast.net" <salswmr@comcast.net>, "rick.colella@gmail.com" <rick.colella@gmail.com>,
"bbhayes@comcast.net" <bbhayes@comcast.net>, "jimstretch51@gmail.com" <jimstretch51@gmail.com>, "speterson@bandwagon.net"
<speterson@bandwagon.net>, "garycmpn@gmail.com" <garycmpn@gmail.com>, "steve.fogg@wavecable.com" <steve.fogg@wavecable.com>,
"mmccollyswims@yahoo.com" <mmccollyswims@yahoo.com>, "b.karen777@hotmail.com" <b.karen777@hotmail.com>, "mytrangrobinson@hotmail.com"
<mytrangrobinson@hotmail.com>, "coachk.dahl@gmail.com" <coachk.dahl@gmail.com>, Aaron Hughes <aaronhughes@waveaquatics.org>, "Dahl, Lisa"
<lisaisswimming@gmail.com>, Lisa Dahl <lisaisswimming@hotmail.com>, Sarah Welch <sarahwelch@comcast.net> 
Cc:  
Bcc:  
Date: Sun, 30 Apr 2017 05:16:53 +0000 
Subject: Nationals Day 3 Recap 

What a wild, windy, and fast day of swimming, PSM athletes!

Today we were told that there are a total of 22 Olympians participating and competing in some form at this Spring Nationals!  We have
the honor of claiming some as our own, and are always blessed by their generosity to the sport, and to our team!

Day 3 contained new Records, many Top 10 times, National Champions, and lots of quality efforts and strong races!

Stay tuned until the end of the recap for the relay combos for tomorrow, and also remember that our only relay tomorrow is in the
middle of the meet instead of at the end and will be going off around 12:50pm.

For those of you who can stay until the end of the meet, we hope you wear your PSM gear proudly and go up as a team to collect our
Regional Club team award!

After the last relay today, we are in a great competition with Arizona and Colorado!

Current standings:

Colorado 981 points

Arizona 840 points

PSM      812 points

Jessica Dubey <jdubey13@gmail.com>

Fwd: Three out of four daily recaps Spring SCY Nationals 
1 message

tgoodlin@comcast.net <tgoodlin@comcast.net> Mon, Jun 26, 2017 at 5:29 PM
To: Kenneth Bennett <ken@kennethgbennett.com>, "Dubey, Jessica" <jdubey13@gmail.com>
Cc: "Cheadle, April" <swim4him@hotmail.com>

Will look to see if there was a fourth.

 Forwarded message  
From: "April C." <swim4him@hotmail.com> 
To: "rebekah.pusateri@gmail.com" <rebekah.pusateri@gmail.com>, "caulfieldma@gmail.com" <caulfieldma@gmail.com>, "monsena@wwu.edu"
<monsena@wwu.edu>, "abenvaron@gmail.com" <abenvaron@gmail.com>, "sare.madelynn7@gmail.com" <sare.madelynn7@gmail.com>,
"Jackie.r.delong@gmail.com" <Jackie.r.delong@gmail.com>, "carolinemay17@gmail.com" <carolinemay17@gmail.com>, "emily.deardorff@gmail.com"
<emily.deardorff@gmail.com>, "mccreaava@gmail.com" <mccreaava@gmail.com>, "carolinebbaber@gmail.com" <carolinebbaber@gmail.com>,
"joshpehrson535@gmail.com" <joshpehrson535@gmail.com>, "flydude.nick@gmail.com" <flydude.nick@gmail.com>, "Justin_atwood1993@hotmail.com"
<Justin_atwood1993@hotmail.com>, "nixon.blake10@gmail.com" <nixon.blake10@gmail.com>, "clarka32@wwu.edu" <clarka32@wwu.edu>,
"swimaholic92@gmail.com" <swimaholic92@gmail.com>, "acox511@gmail.com" <acox511@gmail.com>, "ruru91@hotmail.com" <ruru91@hotmail.com>,
"ellenella@live.com" <ellenella@live.com>, "sandi.phinney@gmail.com" <sandi.phinney@gmail.com>, "ferriesj@gmail.com" <ferriesj@gmail.com>,
"lwalberg@msn.com" <lwalberg@msn.com>, "Julie@nwface.com" <Julie@nwface.com>, "farinasj@hotmail.com" <farinasj@hotmail.com>,
"lisakeith@rocketmail.com" <lisakeith@rocketmail.com>, "maolny@yahoo.com" <maolny@yahoo.com>, "d.l.phillips@hotmail.com" <d.l.phillips@hotmail.com>,
"bradrolfing@gmail.com" <bradrolfing@gmail.com>, "mjhanson.family@gmail.com" <mjhanson.family@gmail.com>, "david.kays@hotmail.com"
<david.kays@hotmail.com>, "Bryanesmith45@gmail.com" <Bryanesmith45@gmail.com>, "seussnelson@comcast.net" <seussnelson@comcast.net>,
"mattpc2@yahoo.com" <mattpc2@yahoo.com>, "darrendgray@gmail.com" <darrendgray@gmail.com>, "doug.winter@lyndendoor.com"
<doug.winter@lyndendoor.com>, "debra@glassman.org" <debra@glassman.org>, "cestjon@hotmail.com" <cestjon@hotmail.com>, "swansov@aol.com"
<swansov@aol.com>, "donaldgraham@mindspring.com" <donaldgraham@mindspring.com>, "hayncarl@gmail.com" <hayncarl@gmail.com>,
"coachhering@gmail.com" <coachhering@gmail.com>, "lnalli66@gmail.com" <lnalli66@gmail.com>, "gwilwerding@comcast.net" <gwilwerding@comcast.net>,
"tgoodlin@comcast.net" <tgoodlin@comcast.net>, "breederfly@gmail.com" <breederfly@gmail.com>, "skipgreene@comcast.net" <skipgreene@comcast.net>,
"pete@colbeckcompany.com" <pete@colbeckcompany.com>, "rspbaloo@gmail.com" <rspbaloo@gmail.com>, "bbmoore.moore@gmail.com"
<bbmoore.moore@gmail.com>, "Flipperbob@comcast.net" <Flipperbob@comcast.net>, "lionel.pllz@gmail.com" <lionel.pllz@gmail.com>,
"charlottedavisswims@gmail.com" <charlottedavisswims@gmail.com>, "stellamariepreissler@gmail.com" <stellamariepreissler@gmail.com>,
"kathyj.casey@comcast.net" <kathyj.casey@comcast.net>, "salswmr@comcast.net" <salswmr@comcast.net>, "rick.colella@gmail.com" <rick.colella@gmail.com>,
"bbhayes@comcast.net" <bbhayes@comcast.net>, "jimstretch51@gmail.com" <jimstretch51@gmail.com>, "speterson@bandwagon.net"
<speterson@bandwagon.net>, "garycmpn@gmail.com" <garycmpn@gmail.com>, "steve.fogg@wavecable.com" <steve.fogg@wavecable.com>,
"mmccollyswims@yahoo.com" <mmccollyswims@yahoo.com>, "b.karen777@hotmail.com" <b.karen777@hotmail.com>, "mytrangrobinson@hotmail.com"
<mytrangrobinson@hotmail.com>, "coachk.dahl@gmail.com" <coachk.dahl@gmail.com>, Aaron Hughes <aaronhughes@waveaquatics.org>, "Dahl, Lisa"
<lisaisswimming@gmail.com>, Lisa Dahl <lisaisswimming@hotmail.com>, Sarah Welch <sarahwelch@comcast.net> 
Cc:  
Bcc:  
Date: Sun, 30 Apr 2017 05:16:53 +0000 
Subject: Nationals Day 3 Recap 

What a wild, windy, and fast day of swimming, PSM athletes!

Today we were told that there are a total of 22 Olympians participating and competing in some form at this Spring Nationals!  We have
the honor of claiming some as our own, and are always blessed by their generosity to the sport, and to our team!

Day 3 contained new Records, many Top 10 times, National Champions, and lots of quality efforts and strong races!

Stay tuned until the end of the recap for the relay combos for tomorrow, and also remember that our only relay tomorrow is in the
middle of the meet instead of at the end and will be going off around 12:50pm.

For those of you who can stay until the end of the meet, we hope you wear your PSM gear proudly and go up as a team to collect our
Regional Club team award!

After the last relay today, we are in a great competition with Arizona and Colorado!

Current standings:

Colorado 981 points

Arizona 840 points

PSM      812 points

How we earned those points:

500 Free Women:

Miranda Caulfield9th(1824)

Allison Cox2nd(3034)

Ellen Ella3rd(3539)

100 Fly

Men:

Donald Graham2nd(6064)

Women:

Sandi York9th(4044)

Debbie Glassman6th(6064)

200Breaststroke

Men:

Josh Pehrson3rd(1824)

David Kays4th (4549)

Dan Phillips3rd(5054)

Rick ColellaNATIONAL CHAMPION AND NEW RECORD!!!

Steve Peterson3rd (7074)

Women:

Rebekah Pusateri4th(1824)

Jenny Ferries9th(3539)

100IM

Men:

Mats Nygren6th(5054)

Brad Hering4th(5559)

Carl Haynie8th(5559)

Donald Graham3rd(6064)

Rick ColellaNATIONAL CHAMPION AND NEW RECORD!!!

Women:

Charlotte DavisNATIONAL CHAMPION AND NEW RECORD!!!

50 Back
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How we earned those points:
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Miranda Caulfield9th(1824)
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Men:
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200Breaststroke

Men:

Josh Pehrson3rd(1824)

David Kays4th (4549)

Dan Phillips3rd(5054)

Rick ColellaNATIONAL CHAMPION AND NEW RECORD!!!

Steve Peterson3rd (7074)

Women:

Rebekah Pusateri4th(1824)

Jenny Ferries9th(3539)

100IM

Men:

Mats Nygren6th(5054)

Brad Hering4th(5559)

Carl Haynie8th(5559)

Donald Graham3rd(6064)

Rick ColellaNATIONAL CHAMPION AND NEW RECORD!!!

Women:

Charlotte DavisNATIONAL CHAMPION AND NEW RECORD!!!

50 Back
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Men:

Brad Hering2nd(5559)

Carl Haynie6th(5559)

Donald Graham3rd(6064)

Women:

Debbie Glassman10th(6064)

Stella Preisller4th(6569)

Kathy Casey10th(6569)

Karen Bryce2nd(8084)

Men's Medley Relay

45+A 3rd

55+A NATIONAL CHAMPIONS!

65+A 3rd

Women Medley Relay'

18+A9th

65+A NATIONAL CHAMPIONS!!

Men's Free Relay

45+A 5th

55+A 3rd

55+B7th

65+A4th

Woman's Free Relay

18+A 9th

65+ANATIONAL CHAMPIONS!!

Keep up the great work!

Sunday Relay!

Event #37 Mixed Medley Relays

65+A Stella/Rick/Charlotte/Bill

65+B Kathy/SteveP/Stretch/Sally

45+A BradH/Julie/Donald/Debbie

37+A Sandi/DanP/BradJ/Ellen
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37+B Carl/Jenny/Bryan/Lisa

18+A Allison/Josh/Ava/Justin

18+B Jackie/Keito/Nick/Rebekah

18+C Jordan/Aliza/Austin/Allie

18+D Miranda/Emily/Blake/Matt

18+E SteveF/BillR/CarolineB/CarolineM

Thank you all!  Huge thanks to Coaches Kate and Aaron for catching all the relay splits with me, and supporting everyone!  Also, I'm
very proud of all the responsible athletes who are prepared for races, engaging with teammates, ready for relays, and making a
difference on this team!

GO PSM!

April Cheadle

Head Coach PSM Spring Nationals 2017

(509) 6797042

"A friend loves at all times."  
Proverbs 17:17  <>< IXOYE ><>

 Forwarded message  
From: "April C." <swim4him@hotmail.com> 
To: "rebekah.pusateri@gmail.com" <rebekah.pusateri@gmail.com>, "caulfieldma@gmail.com" <caulfieldma@gmail.com>, "monsena@wwu.edu"
<monsena@wwu.edu>, "abenvaron@gmail.com" <abenvaron@gmail.com>, "sare.madelynn7@gmail.com" <sare.madelynn7@gmail.com>,
"Jackie.r.delong@gmail.com" <Jackie.r.delong@gmail.com>, "carolinemay17@gmail.com" <carolinemay17@gmail.com>, "emily.deardorff@gmail.com"
<emily.deardorff@gmail.com>, "mccreaava@gmail.com" <mccreaava@gmail.com>, "carolinebbaber@gmail.com" <carolinebbaber@gmail.com>,
"joshpehrson535@gmail.com" <joshpehrson535@gmail.com>, "flydude.nick@gmail.com" <flydude.nick@gmail.com>, "Justin_atwood1993@hotmail.com"
<Justin_atwood1993@hotmail.com>, "nixon.blake10@gmail.com" <nixon.blake10@gmail.com>, "clarka32@wwu.edu" <clarka32@wwu.edu>,
"swimaholic92@gmail.com" <swimaholic92@gmail.com>, "acox511@gmail.com" <acox511@gmail.com>, "ruru91@hotmail.com" <ruru91@hotmail.com>,
"ellenella@live.com" <ellenella@live.com>, "sandi.phinney@gmail.com" <sandi.phinney@gmail.com>, "ferriesj@gmail.com" <ferriesj@gmail.com>,
"lwalberg@msn.com" <lwalberg@msn.com>, "Julie@nwface.com" <Julie@nwface.com>, "farinasj@hotmail.com" <farinasj@hotmail.com>,
"lisakeith@rocketmail.com" <lisakeith@rocketmail.com>, "maolny@yahoo.com" <maolny@yahoo.com>, "d.l.phillips@hotmail.com" <d.l.phillips@hotmail.com>,
"bradrolfing@gmail.com" <bradrolfing@gmail.com>, "mjhanson.family@gmail.com" <mjhanson.family@gmail.com>, "david.kays@hotmail.com"
<david.kays@hotmail.com>, "Bryanesmith45@gmail.com" <Bryanesmith45@gmail.com>, "seussnelson@comcast.net" <seussnelson@comcast.net>,
"mattpc2@yahoo.com" <mattpc2@yahoo.com>, "darrendgray@gmail.com" <darrendgray@gmail.com>, "doug.winter@lyndendoor.com"
<doug.winter@lyndendoor.com>, "debra@glassman.org" <debra@glassman.org>, "cestjon@hotmail.com" <cestjon@hotmail.com>, "swansov@aol.com"
<swansov@aol.com>, "donaldgraham@mindspring.com" <donaldgraham@mindspring.com>, "hayncarl@gmail.com" <hayncarl@gmail.com>,
"coachhering@gmail.com" <coachhering@gmail.com>, "lnalli66@gmail.com" <lnalli66@gmail.com>, "gwilwerding@comcast.net" <gwilwerding@comcast.net>,
"tgoodlin@comcast.net" <tgoodlin@comcast.net>, "breederfly@gmail.com" <breederfly@gmail.com>, "skipgreene@comcast.net" <skipgreene@comcast.net>,
"pete@colbeckcompany.com" <pete@colbeckcompany.com>, "rspbaloo@gmail.com" <rspbaloo@gmail.com>, "bbmoore.moore@gmail.com"
<bbmoore.moore@gmail.com>, "Flipperbob@comcast.net" <Flipperbob@comcast.net>, "lionel.pllz@gmail.com" <lionel.pllz@gmail.com>,
"charlottedavisswims@gmail.com" <charlottedavisswims@gmail.com>, "stellamariepreissler@gmail.com" <stellamariepreissler@gmail.com>,
"kathyj.casey@comcast.net" <kathyj.casey@comcast.net>, "salswmr@comcast.net" <salswmr@comcast.net>, "rick.colella@gmail.com" <rick.colella@gmail.com>,
"bbhayes@comcast.net" <bbhayes@comcast.net>, "jimstretch51@gmail.com" <jimstretch51@gmail.com>, "speterson@bandwagon.net"
<speterson@bandwagon.net>, "garycmpn@gmail.com" <garycmpn@gmail.com>, "steve.fogg@wavecable.com" <steve.fogg@wavecable.com>,
"mmccollyswims@yahoo.com" <mmccollyswims@yahoo.com>, "b.karen777@hotmail.com" <b.karen777@hotmail.com>, "mytrangrobinson@hotmail.com"
<mytrangrobinson@hotmail.com>, Aaron Hughes <aaronhughes@waveaquatics.org>, "coachk.dahl@gmail.com" <coachk.dahl@gmail.com>, "Dahl, Lisa"
<lisaisswimming@gmail.com>, Lisa Dahl <lisaisswimming@hotmail.com>, Sarah Welch <sarahwelch@comcast.net> 
Cc:  
Bcc:  
Date: Sat, 29 Apr 2017 06:18:32 +0000 
Subject: Nationals Update Day 2 

Hello PSM athletes!

Day 2 of Nationals had a whole slew of events and some surprising results!  As most everyone adjusted to swimming outdoors and
getting their 'first swim' adrenaline and nerves under control, we started to see some great swimming!  As a coach, seeing so many of
you executing your racing strategies, shoot for goals, and race to the finish was very exciting!

COACH EMAILS FOR 2017 SCY NATIONALS continued

37+B Carl/Jenny/Bryan/Lisa

18+A Allison/Josh/Ava/Justin

18+B Jackie/Keito/Nick/Rebekah

18+C Jordan/Aliza/Austin/Allie

18+D Miranda/Emily/Blake/Matt

18+E SteveF/BillR/CarolineB/CarolineM

Thank you all!  Huge thanks to Coaches Kate and Aaron for catching all the relay splits with me, and supporting everyone!  Also, I'm
very proud of all the responsible athletes who are prepared for races, engaging with teammates, ready for relays, and making a
difference on this team!

GO PSM!

April Cheadle

Head Coach PSM Spring Nationals 2017

(509) 6797042

"A friend loves at all times."  
Proverbs 17:17  <>< IXOYE ><>

 Forwarded message  
From: "April C." <swim4him@hotmail.com> 
To: "rebekah.pusateri@gmail.com" <rebekah.pusateri@gmail.com>, "caulfieldma@gmail.com" <caulfieldma@gmail.com>, "monsena@wwu.edu"
<monsena@wwu.edu>, "abenvaron@gmail.com" <abenvaron@gmail.com>, "sare.madelynn7@gmail.com" <sare.madelynn7@gmail.com>,
"Jackie.r.delong@gmail.com" <Jackie.r.delong@gmail.com>, "carolinemay17@gmail.com" <carolinemay17@gmail.com>, "emily.deardorff@gmail.com"
<emily.deardorff@gmail.com>, "mccreaava@gmail.com" <mccreaava@gmail.com>, "carolinebbaber@gmail.com" <carolinebbaber@gmail.com>,
"joshpehrson535@gmail.com" <joshpehrson535@gmail.com>, "flydude.nick@gmail.com" <flydude.nick@gmail.com>, "Justin_atwood1993@hotmail.com"
<Justin_atwood1993@hotmail.com>, "nixon.blake10@gmail.com" <nixon.blake10@gmail.com>, "clarka32@wwu.edu" <clarka32@wwu.edu>,
"swimaholic92@gmail.com" <swimaholic92@gmail.com>, "acox511@gmail.com" <acox511@gmail.com>, "ruru91@hotmail.com" <ruru91@hotmail.com>,
"ellenella@live.com" <ellenella@live.com>, "sandi.phinney@gmail.com" <sandi.phinney@gmail.com>, "ferriesj@gmail.com" <ferriesj@gmail.com>,
"lwalberg@msn.com" <lwalberg@msn.com>, "Julie@nwface.com" <Julie@nwface.com>, "farinasj@hotmail.com" <farinasj@hotmail.com>,
"lisakeith@rocketmail.com" <lisakeith@rocketmail.com>, "maolny@yahoo.com" <maolny@yahoo.com>, "d.l.phillips@hotmail.com" <d.l.phillips@hotmail.com>,
"bradrolfing@gmail.com" <bradrolfing@gmail.com>, "mjhanson.family@gmail.com" <mjhanson.family@gmail.com>, "david.kays@hotmail.com"
<david.kays@hotmail.com>, "Bryanesmith45@gmail.com" <Bryanesmith45@gmail.com>, "seussnelson@comcast.net" <seussnelson@comcast.net>,
"mattpc2@yahoo.com" <mattpc2@yahoo.com>, "darrendgray@gmail.com" <darrendgray@gmail.com>, "doug.winter@lyndendoor.com"
<doug.winter@lyndendoor.com>, "debra@glassman.org" <debra@glassman.org>, "cestjon@hotmail.com" <cestjon@hotmail.com>, "swansov@aol.com"
<swansov@aol.com>, "donaldgraham@mindspring.com" <donaldgraham@mindspring.com>, "hayncarl@gmail.com" <hayncarl@gmail.com>,
"coachhering@gmail.com" <coachhering@gmail.com>, "lnalli66@gmail.com" <lnalli66@gmail.com>, "gwilwerding@comcast.net" <gwilwerding@comcast.net>,
"tgoodlin@comcast.net" <tgoodlin@comcast.net>, "breederfly@gmail.com" <breederfly@gmail.com>, "skipgreene@comcast.net" <skipgreene@comcast.net>,
"pete@colbeckcompany.com" <pete@colbeckcompany.com>, "rspbaloo@gmail.com" <rspbaloo@gmail.com>, "bbmoore.moore@gmail.com"
<bbmoore.moore@gmail.com>, "Flipperbob@comcast.net" <Flipperbob@comcast.net>, "lionel.pllz@gmail.com" <lionel.pllz@gmail.com>,
"charlottedavisswims@gmail.com" <charlottedavisswims@gmail.com>, "stellamariepreissler@gmail.com" <stellamariepreissler@gmail.com>,
"kathyj.casey@comcast.net" <kathyj.casey@comcast.net>, "salswmr@comcast.net" <salswmr@comcast.net>, "rick.colella@gmail.com" <rick.colella@gmail.com>,
"bbhayes@comcast.net" <bbhayes@comcast.net>, "jimstretch51@gmail.com" <jimstretch51@gmail.com>, "speterson@bandwagon.net"
<speterson@bandwagon.net>, "garycmpn@gmail.com" <garycmpn@gmail.com>, "steve.fogg@wavecable.com" <steve.fogg@wavecable.com>,
"mmccollyswims@yahoo.com" <mmccollyswims@yahoo.com>, "b.karen777@hotmail.com" <b.karen777@hotmail.com>, "mytrangrobinson@hotmail.com"
<mytrangrobinson@hotmail.com>, Aaron Hughes <aaronhughes@waveaquatics.org>, "coachk.dahl@gmail.com" <coachk.dahl@gmail.com>, "Dahl, Lisa"
<lisaisswimming@gmail.com>, Lisa Dahl <lisaisswimming@hotmail.com>, Sarah Welch <sarahwelch@comcast.net> 
Cc:  
Bcc:  
Date: Sat, 29 Apr 2017 06:18:32 +0000 
Subject: Nationals Update Day 2 

Hello PSM athletes!

Day 2 of Nationals had a whole slew of events and some surprising results!  As most everyone adjusted to swimming outdoors and
getting their 'first swim' adrenaline and nerves under control, we started to see some great swimming!  As a coach, seeing so many of
you executing your racing strategies, shoot for goals, and race to the finish was very exciting!

Along the way, we happened to score some major points, race to National Championship placings, and break records!

A few things to remember before the recap:

TEAM PICTURE #2To hopefully photo as many PSM members as possible or who weren't here for the Friday shot!

Meet in the team bleacher area SaturdayEvent #22, Womens 200 Breast, Heat 1Approx. 12:20pm

Live Stream Keep track of where we are while waiting at your hotel, or send this link to your family so they can watch you swim! 
http://www.usms.org/comp/scnats17/live.php

Team Scores through Event #17:

Colorado Masters 547

Puget Sound          487

Arizona                   428

Top 10 and New Records!

500 free

Men:

Nick Pederson5th(1824)

David Kays5th(4549)

Kirk Nelson10th(4549)

Mats Nygren2nd(5054)

Pete ColbeckNATIONAL CHAMPION! (5559)

Lyle Nalli10th(5559)

Jim Stretch6th(6569)

Michael McColly2nd(7074)

 

100Breaststroke

Men:

Josh Pehrson5th(1824)

Dan Phillips4th (5054)

Rick ColellaNATIONAL CHAMPION AND NEW RECORD!!!

Steve Peterson3rd (7074)

Dominique Truong3rd (7579)

 100Br.

Women:

Rebekah Pusateri4th(1824)
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Along the way, we happened to score some major points, race to National Championship placings, and break records!

A few things to remember before the recap:

TEAM PICTURE #2To hopefully photo as many PSM members as possible or who weren't here for the Friday shot!

Meet in the team bleacher area SaturdayEvent #22, Womens 200 Breast, Heat 1Approx. 12:20pm

Live Stream Keep track of where we are while waiting at your hotel, or send this link to your family so they can watch you swim! 
http://www.usms.org/comp/scnats17/live.php

Team Scores through Event #17:

Colorado Masters 547

Puget Sound          487

Arizona                   428

Top 10 and New Records!

500 free

Men:

Nick Pederson5th(1824)

David Kays5th(4549)

Kirk Nelson10th(4549)

Mats Nygren2nd(5054)

Pete ColbeckNATIONAL CHAMPION! (5559)

Lyle Nalli10th(5559)

Jim Stretch6th(6569)

Michael McColly2nd(7074)

 

100Breaststroke

Men:

Josh Pehrson5th(1824)

Dan Phillips4th (5054)

Rick ColellaNATIONAL CHAMPION AND NEW RECORD!!!

Steve Peterson3rd (7074)

Dominique Truong3rd (7579)

 100Br.

Women:

Rebekah Pusateri4th(1824)

COACH EMAILS FOR 2017 SCY NATIONALS continued
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Aliza BenVaron9th (1824)

Julie Voss4th (5054)

Charlotte DavisNATIONAL CHAMPION AND NEW RECORD!!!

Sally Dillon2nd (7074)

200 back

Men:

Justin Atwood6th(1824)

Mats Nygren5th (5054)

Carl HaynieNATIONAL CHAMPION! (5559)

Lyle Nalli7th(5559)

Jim Stretch5th(6569)

Steve Fogg9th(6569)

Michael McColly2nd(7074)

200 back women:

Allison Cox4th(3034)

Jennifer Farinas7th(4559)

Stella Preissler2nd(6569)

Kathy Casey6th(6569)

50fly

Men:

Brad Hering2nd(5559)

Don GrahamNATIONAL CHAMPION(6064)

 

50fly women:

Debbie Glassman7th(6064)

Charlotte DavisNATIONAL CHAMPION(6569)

Stella Preissler4th(6569)

200IM Men:

Jordan Anderson9th(1824)

David Kays6th(4549)

Kirk Nelson8th(4549)

Rick ColellaNATIONAL CHAMPION AND NEW RECORD!!!

Michael McColly3rd(7074)

Steve Peterson4th(7074)

COACH EMAILS FOR 2017 SCY NATIONALS continued
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200IM Women:

Emily Deardorff5th(1824)

Jackie DeLong6th(1824)

Sandi York8th(4044)

Charlotte DavisNATIONAL CHAMPION(6569)

100 free Men:

Mats Nygren5th(5054)

Pete Colbeck5th(5559)

Bill Hayes8th(6569)

100 Free Women:

Allison Cox8th(3034)

Stella Preissler4th(6569)

Sally DillonNATIONAL CHAMPION(7074)

Mixed FREE RELAY

65+A NATIONAL CHAMPIONS AND NEW RECORD!!!

65+B 5th

55+A 9th

45+A 10th

WHEW!  I'm thrilled and tired from writing all your amazing swims!

Remember we have 4 total relays for Saturday:

#27Mens Medley

#28 Womens Medley

#29 Mens Free

#30 Womens Free

 Official relay orders will be listed around our seating area.  Almost everyone will be swimming on a relay and going for team points!

Sleep well, see you Saturday morning for DAY 3!!!

Take care, and thank you for your efforts, communication, commitment, racing, support, encouragement, and attitude!  YOU are what
makes PSM a special team!

April Cheadle

Head Coach PSM Spring Nationals 2017

(509) 6797042

COACH EMAILS FOR 2017 SCY NATIONALS continued
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"A friend loves at all times."  
Proverbs 17:17  <>< IXOYE ><>

 Forwarded message  
From: "April C." <swim4him@hotmail.com> 
To: "rebekah.pusateri@gmail.com" <rebekah.pusateri@gmail.com>, "caulfieldma@gmail.com" <caulfieldma@gmail.com>, "monsena@wwu.edu"
<monsena@wwu.edu>, "abenvaron@gmail.com" <abenvaron@gmail.com>, "sare.madelynn7@gmail.com" <sare.madelynn7@gmail.com>,
"Jackie.r.delong@gmail.com" <Jackie.r.delong@gmail.com>, "carolinemay17@gmail.com" <carolinemay17@gmail.com>, "emily.deardorff@gmail.com"
<emily.deardorff@gmail.com>, "mccreaava@gmail.com" <mccreaava@gmail.com>, "carolinebbaber@gmail.com" <carolinebbaber@gmail.com>,
"joshpehrson535@gmail.com" <joshpehrson535@gmail.com>, "flydude.nick@gmail.com" <flydude.nick@gmail.com>, "Justin_atwood1993@hotmail.com"
<Justin_atwood1993@hotmail.com>, "nixon.blake10@gmail.com" <nixon.blake10@gmail.com>, "clarka32@wwu.edu" <clarka32@wwu.edu>,
"swimaholic92@gmail.com" <swimaholic92@gmail.com>, "acox511@gmail.com" <acox511@gmail.com>, "ruru91@hotmail.com" <ruru91@hotmail.com>,
"ellenella@live.com" <ellenella@live.com>, "sandi.phinney@gmail.com" <sandi.phinney@gmail.com>, "ferriesj@gmail.com" <ferriesj@gmail.com>,
"lwalberg@msn.com" <lwalberg@msn.com>, "Julie@nwface.com" <Julie@nwface.com>, "farinasj@hotmail.com" <farinasj@hotmail.com>,
"lisakeith@rocketmail.com" <lisakeith@rocketmail.com>, "maolny@yahoo.com" <maolny@yahoo.com>, "d.l.phillips@hotmail.com" <d.l.phillips@hotmail.com>,
"bradrolfing@gmail.com" <bradrolfing@gmail.com>, "mjhanson.family@gmail.com" <mjhanson.family@gmail.com>, "david.kays@hotmail.com"
<david.kays@hotmail.com>, "Bryanesmith45@gmail.com" <Bryanesmith45@gmail.com>, "seussnelson@comcast.net" <seussnelson@comcast.net>,
"mattpc2@yahoo.com" <mattpc2@yahoo.com>, "darrendgray@gmail.com" <darrendgray@gmail.com>, "doug.winter@lyndendoor.com"
<doug.winter@lyndendoor.com>, "debra@glassman.org" <debra@glassman.org>, "cestjon@hotmail.com" <cestjon@hotmail.com>, "swansov@aol.com"
<swansov@aol.com>, "donaldgraham@mindspring.com" <donaldgraham@mindspring.com>, "hayncarl@gmail.com" <hayncarl@gmail.com>,
"coachhering@gmail.com" <coachhering@gmail.com>, "lnalli66@gmail.com" <lnalli66@gmail.com>, "gwilwerding@comcast.net" <gwilwerding@comcast.net>,
"tgoodlin@comcast.net" <tgoodlin@comcast.net>, "breederfly@gmail.com" <breederfly@gmail.com>, "skipgreene@comcast.net" <skipgreene@comcast.net>,
"pete@colbeckcompany.com" <pete@colbeckcompany.com>, "rspbaloo@gmail.com" <rspbaloo@gmail.com>, "bbmoore.moore@gmail.com"
<bbmoore.moore@gmail.com>, "Flipperbob@comcast.net" <Flipperbob@comcast.net>, "lionel.pllz@gmail.com" <lionel.pllz@gmail.com>,
"charlottedavisswims@gmail.com" <charlottedavisswims@gmail.com>, "stellamariepreissler@gmail.com" <stellamariepreissler@gmail.com>,
"kathyj.casey@comcast.net" <kathyj.casey@comcast.net>, "salswmr@comcast.net" <salswmr@comcast.net>, "rick.colella@gmail.com" <rick.colella@gmail.com>,
"bbhayes@comcast.net" <bbhayes@comcast.net>, "jimstretch51@gmail.com" <jimstretch51@gmail.com>, "speterson@bandwagon.net"
<speterson@bandwagon.net>, "garycmpn@gmail.com" <garycmpn@gmail.com>, "steve.fogg@wavecable.com" <steve.fogg@wavecable.com>,
"mmccollyswims@yahoo.com" <mmccollyswims@yahoo.com>, "b.karen777@hotmail.com" <b.karen777@hotmail.com>, "mytrangrobinson@hotmail.com"
<mytrangrobinson@hotmail.com>, Aaron Hughes <aaronhughes@waveaquatics.org>, Sarah Welch <sarahwelch@comcast.net>, Lisa Dahl
<lisaisswimming@hotmail.com>, "Dahl, Lisa" <lisaisswimming@gmail.com>, "coachk.dahl@gmail.com" <coachk.dahl@gmail.com> 
Cc:  
Bcc:  
Date: Fri, 28 Apr 2017 03:25:56 +0000 
Subject: Nationals Day 1RECAP + Friday Relays 

Hello PSM swimmers!

Day 1 of NationalsDistance Day!

I'm always impressed by the athletes who commit to swim the 1650 and 1000.  They do so with little fanfare, great mental and
physical consistency, and they set the tone of the meet!  We are off to a great start!

After Day 1, our Puget Sound Masters team is in 2nd place for Regional Teams with 116 points, with Colorado Masters only 3 points
ahead in first with 119 points, and Wisconsin in 3rd with 83 points.

We came by the points with the following Top 10 swims today:

1650 Men:

Nick Pederson3rd (1824)

David Kays2nd (4549)

Doug Winter3rd(4549)

Lyle Nalli4th(5559)

Geoff Wilwerding6th(5559)

1000 Men:

Kirk Nelson4th(4549)

Max Hanson7th (4549)

COACH EMAILS FOR 2017 SCY NATIONALS continued

Mats NygrenNATIONAL CHAMPION (5054)

Pete ColbeckNATIONAL CHAMPION (5559)

Jim Stretch4th(6569)

Michael McCollyNATIONAL CHAMPION (7074)

1000 Women:

Miranda Caulfield5th(1824)

Allison CoxNATIONAL CHAMPION(3034)

Sally DillonNATIONAL CHAMPION(7074)

Congratulations to all who swam the distance events, whether in the Top 10 or not, you were definitely out there giving your all and
kicking off a great weekend of swimming!

TEAM PICTURE FRIDAY: Event #13 Men's 200IM, Heat 20=@ 2:10pmTeam Seating Areawear your PSM gear!

TEAM SHIRTS AND CAPS: Coach Katie has PSM team shirts(long sleeve and short sleeve) as well as PSM caps for sale in our
seating area under the bleacher with the awning.

Green long sleeve$25

Blue sleeveless    $20

New Silicone Cap $5

FRIDAY RELAYS: As always, these are still subject to change, or have already changed based on attendance, health, and
scheduling.  Thank you for participating and being flexible!  I will use some of the info from these relays to make adjustments for the
remaining relays of the weekend. Go PSM! Alternates, please stay at the ready in case you are needed!

Event #17 Mixed Free Relay

65+A Charlotte/Stella/Bill/Rick

65+B Sally/Stretch/Kathy/SteveP

55+A BradJ/Debbie/Cestjon/Carl

45+A DanP/Julie/Jennifer/Mats

35+A Max/Ellen/Sandi/DavidK

18+A Allison/Rebekah/Nick/Josh

18+B Darren/Allie/Jenny/Kirk

18+C Blake/Ava/Emily/Justin

18+D Austin/Aliza/CarolineB/Jordan

18+E TomG/Madelynn/Jackie/Keito

We have 11 men swimming the 500 free tomorrow starting at 8:00am!  If you have a light day or time to count, we sure appreciate
your help in making sure everyone has an opportunity to swim their best with a counter if needed!

Big thank you to PSM Coach Katie DahlLomatewama and LWM Coach Aaron Hughes for their assistance in helping athletes with
race prep, counting, pacing, encouragement, and support! (And reminders to stay hydrated and apply sunblock!)
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Mats NygrenNATIONAL CHAMPION (5054)

Pete ColbeckNATIONAL CHAMPION (5559)

Jim Stretch4th(6569)

Michael McCollyNATIONAL CHAMPION (7074)

1000 Women:

Miranda Caulfield5th(1824)

Allison CoxNATIONAL CHAMPION(3034)

Sally DillonNATIONAL CHAMPION(7074)

Congratulations to all who swam the distance events, whether in the Top 10 or not, you were definitely out there giving your all and
kicking off a great weekend of swimming!

TEAM PICTURE FRIDAY: Event #13 Men's 200IM, Heat 20=@ 2:10pmTeam Seating Areawear your PSM gear!

TEAM SHIRTS AND CAPS: Coach Katie has PSM team shirts(long sleeve and short sleeve) as well as PSM caps for sale in our
seating area under the bleacher with the awning.

Green long sleeve$25

Blue sleeveless    $20

New Silicone Cap $5

FRIDAY RELAYS: As always, these are still subject to change, or have already changed based on attendance, health, and
scheduling.  Thank you for participating and being flexible!  I will use some of the info from these relays to make adjustments for the
remaining relays of the weekend. Go PSM! Alternates, please stay at the ready in case you are needed!

Event #17 Mixed Free Relay

65+A Charlotte/Stella/Bill/Rick

65+B Sally/Stretch/Kathy/SteveP

55+A BradJ/Debbie/Cestjon/Carl

45+A DanP/Julie/Jennifer/Mats

35+A Max/Ellen/Sandi/DavidK

18+A Allison/Rebekah/Nick/Josh

18+B Darren/Allie/Jenny/Kirk

18+C Blake/Ava/Emily/Justin

18+D Austin/Aliza/CarolineB/Jordan

18+E TomG/Madelynn/Jackie/Keito

We have 11 men swimming the 500 free tomorrow starting at 8:00am!  If you have a light day or time to count, we sure appreciate
your help in making sure everyone has an opportunity to swim their best with a counter if needed!

Big thank you to PSM Coach Katie DahlLomatewama and LWM Coach Aaron Hughes for their assistance in helping athletes with
race prep, counting, pacing, encouragement, and support! (And reminders to stay hydrated and apply sunblock!)

COACH EMAILS FOR 2017 SCY NATIONALS continued
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Jessica Dubey <jdubey13@gmail.com>

Fwd: PSM Nationals FINAL Recap and THANK YOU! 
1 message

tgoodlin@comcast.net <tgoodlin@comcast.net> Mon, Jun 26, 2017 at 5:30 PM
To: Kenneth Bennett <ken@kennethgbennett.com>, "Dubey, Jessica" <jdubey13@gmail.com>
Cc: "Cheadle, April" <swim4him@hotmail.com>

Found the fourth

From: "April C." <swim4him@hotmail.com> 
To: "rebekah pusateri" <rebekah.pusateri@gmail.com>, caulfieldma@gmail.com, monsena@wwu.edu, abenvaron@gmail.com, "sare
madelynn7" <sare.madelynn7@gmail.com>, "Jackie r delong" <Jackie.r.delong@gmail.com>, carolinemay17@gmail.com, "emily
deardorff" <emily.deardorff@gmail.com>, mccreaava@gmail.com, carolinebbaber@gmail.com, joshpehrson535@gmail.com, "flydude
nick" <flydude.nick@gmail.com>, "Justin atwood1993" <Justin_atwood1993@hotmail.com>, "nixon blake10"
<nixon.blake10@gmail.com>, clarka32@wwu.edu, swimaholic92@gmail.com, acox511@gmail.com, ruru91@hotmail.com,
ellenella@live.com, "sandi phinney" <sandi.phinney@gmail.com>, ferriesj@gmail.com, lwalberg@msn.com, Julie@nwface.com,
farinasj@hotmail.com, lisakeith@rocketmail.com, maolny@yahoo.com, "d l phillips" <d.l.phillips@hotmail.com>,
bradrolfing@gmail.com, "mjhanson family" <mjhanson.family@gmail.com>, "david kays" <david.kays@hotmail.com>,
Bryanesmith45@gmail.com, seussnelson@comcast.net, mattpc2@yahoo.com, darrendgray@gmail.com, "doug winter"
<doug.winter@lyndendoor.com>, debra@glassman.org, cestjon@hotmail.com, swansov@aol.com, donaldgraham@mindspring.com,
hayncarl@gmail.com, coachhering@gmail.com, lnalli66@gmail.com, gwilwerding@comcast.net, tgoodlin@comcast.net,
breederfly@gmail.com, skipgreene@comcast.net, pete@colbeckcompany.com, rspbaloo@gmail.com, "bbmoore moore"
<bbmoore.moore@gmail.com>, Flipperbob@comcast.net, "lionel pllz" <lionel.pllz@gmail.com>, charlottedavisswims@gmail.com,
stellamariepreissler@gmail.com, "kathyj casey" <kathyj.casey@comcast.net>, salswmr@comcast.net, "rick colella"
<rick.colella@gmail.com>, bbhayes@comcast.net, jimstretch51@gmail.com, speterson@bandwagon.net, garycmpn@gmail.com,
"steve fogg" <steve.fogg@wavecable.com>, mmccollyswims@yahoo.com, "b karen777" <b.karen777@hotmail.com>,
mytrangrobinson@hotmail.com, "coachk dahl" <coachk.dahl@gmail.com>, "Aaron Hughes" <aaronhughes@waveaquatics.org>,
"Sarah Welch" <sarahwelch@comcast.net>, "Lisa Dahl" <lisaisswimming@gmail.com>, "Lisa Dahl" <lisaisswimming@hotmail.com> 
Sent: Sunday, May 7, 2017 9:00:58 PM 
Subject: PSM Nationals FINAL Recap and THANK YOU! 

Hello Puget Sound Masters National athletes!

A week ago at this time we were celebrating the conclusion of a very successful SCY Spring Nationals with a strong 3rd place finish!  I
know many of you had to leave to catch flights before the meet was over, but our final 3rd place out of 17 teams came with the
following points:

1. Colorado Masters 1,309

2. Arizona Masters 1,233

3. Puget Sound Masters 1,139.50

COACH EMAILS FOR 2017 SCY NATIONALS continued

The spirit, motivation, and intensity you all brought to the final day of the meet was impressive!  We gained our surge of points on this
final day thanks to these TOP 10 swims!

400IM

Men:

David Kays3rd (4549)

Doug Winter6th(4549)

Brad Jones8th(5054)

Lyle Nalli3rd (5559)

Women:

Jenny Ferries9th (3539)

Charlotte DavisNATIONAL CHAMPION and NEW RECORD and BIRTHDAY GIRL!

50 Free

Men:

Brad Hering2nd (5559)

Bill Hayes7th (6569)

Women:

Debbie Glassman9th(6064)

Stella Preissler4th (6569)
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The spirit, motivation, and intensity you all brought to the final day of the meet was impressive!  We gained our surge of points on this
final day thanks to these TOP 10 swims!

400IM

Men:

David Kays3rd (4549)

Doug Winter6th(4549)

Brad Jones8th(5054)

Lyle Nalli3rd (5559)

Women:

Jenny Ferries9th (3539)

Charlotte DavisNATIONAL CHAMPION and NEW RECORD and BIRTHDAY GIRL!

50 Free

Men:

Brad Hering2nd (5559)

Bill Hayes7th (6569)

Women:

Debbie Glassman9th(6064)

Stella Preissler4th (6569)

Sally Dillon2nd (7074)

Karen Bryce3rd (8084)

200 Fly

Men:

Nick Pederson5th (1824)

Doug Winter4th (4549)

Bob Moore7th (5559)

Mixed 200 Medley Relay

35+A 8th

45+A 7th

65+A NATIONAL CHAMPIONS and NEW RECORD!!!

65+B4th

100 Back

Men:

Bryan Smith10th(4549)

Carl HaynieNATIONAL CHAMPION!!!

Donald Graham3rd(6062)

Jim Stretch8th (6569)

Steve Fogg9th (6569)

Mike McColly3rd(7074)

Women:

Jackie DeLong9th (1824)

Emily Deardorff(1824)

Debbie Glassman8th (6064)

Stella Preissler2nd(6569)

Kathy Casey7th (6569)

200 Free

Men:

David Kays4th (4549)

Max Hanson8th(4549)

Pete Colbeck(5559) NATIONAL CHAMPION!!!

Lyle Nalli9th (5559)

Rick Colella(6569) NATIONAL CHAMPION and NEW RECORD!!!
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Sally Dillon2nd (7074)

Karen Bryce3rd (8084)

200 Fly

Men:

Nick Pederson5th (1824)

Doug Winter4th (4549)

Bob Moore7th (5559)

Mixed 200 Medley Relay

35+A 8th

45+A 7th

65+A NATIONAL CHAMPIONS and NEW RECORD!!!

65+B4th

100 Back

Men:

Bryan Smith10th(4549)

Carl HaynieNATIONAL CHAMPION!!!

Donald Graham3rd(6062)

Jim Stretch8th (6569)

Steve Fogg9th (6569)

Mike McColly3rd(7074)

Women:

Jackie DeLong9th (1824)

Emily Deardorff(1824)

Debbie Glassman8th (6064)

Stella Preissler2nd(6569)

Kathy Casey7th (6569)

200 Free

Men:

David Kays4th (4549)

Max Hanson8th(4549)

Pete Colbeck(5559) NATIONAL CHAMPION!!!

Lyle Nalli9th (5559)

Rick Colella(6569) NATIONAL CHAMPION and NEW RECORD!!!

Bill Hayes9th (6569)

Mike McColly3rd (7074)

Women:

Allison Cox5th(3034)

Ellen Ella3rd (3539)

Sally Dillon(7074)NATIONAL CHAMPION!!!

50 Breaststroke

Men:

Ruben Guerrero9th (2529)

Dan Phillips3rd (5054)

Brad Hering6th (5559)

Carl Haynie7th (5559)

Rick Colella(6569)NATIONAL CHAMPION and NEW RECORD!!!

Steve Peterson3rd(7074)

Women:

Julie Voss8th(5054)

Charlotte Davis (6569) NATIONAL CHAMPION and NEW RECORD!!!

Sally Dillon(7074) NATIONAL CHAMPION!!!

Also, thanks to Bob Powell for capturing photos on Sunday of life on deck and in the water!  You can find yourself in his pictures at this
GoogleDoc location: https://goo.gl/photos/7dfxtAgd2bvG9CBd9

and if you would like to add your own photos to share with everyone, you can do that as well, or email Bob and he can add them for
you at: rspbaloo@gmail.com

I wish I had the time to recognize each and every one of you for the tremendous effort, incredible swims, encouraging words, full
support, and commitment you gave at this 2017 Spring Nationals!  I do want to take the time to recognize Coaches Katie and Aaron
for their enthusiasm, professionalism, fun, encouragement, availability, and  advice to all!  Great teamwork!  I also want to thank Sarah
Welch, Lisa Dahl, and Doug Jelen, for their behind the scenes work and prep to ensure we had shirts, accommodations, records,
funding, and support!

Also, I just want to take a moment to highlight the athletes from Western Washington University.  I hope you had an opportunity to
connect with one of the 16 members of their squad that came to represent PSM this meet.  If you haven't yet heard their story, I just
want to take a moment to acknowledge the effort that they all made to put together this swim season and attend Nationals.  It takes a
full compliment of ages to make our Puget Sound Masters team successful, and we are excited to see the momentum that WWU is
creating and participating with Masters Swimming!  Not only are these swimmers full time students, but they are all selfcoached and
selfdirected athletes. 

They select their team captains, and those captains are in charge of putting together a workout for their fellow swimmers.  They are
also the ones who advocate with their school for pool time, funding for travel, and build positive images of swimmers with their
professors.  In between events at the meet, and even at the airport, you could find these studentathletes diligently working on their
schoolwork.  I congratulate them on not only being determined for excellence in the school and the pool, but for also conducting
themselves with dignity while representing BOTH their school and our PSM team.  I will be letting their school know what a great
group they have!

COACH EMAILS FOR 2017 SCY NATIONALS continued
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Bill Hayes9th (6569)

Mike McColly3rd (7074)

Women:

Allison Cox5th(3034)

Ellen Ella3rd (3539)

Sally Dillon(7074)NATIONAL CHAMPION!!!

50 Breaststroke

Men:

Ruben Guerrero9th (2529)

Dan Phillips3rd (5054)

Brad Hering6th (5559)

Carl Haynie7th (5559)

Rick Colella(6569)NATIONAL CHAMPION and NEW RECORD!!!

Steve Peterson3rd(7074)

Women:

Julie Voss8th(5054)

Charlotte Davis (6569) NATIONAL CHAMPION and NEW RECORD!!!

Sally Dillon(7074) NATIONAL CHAMPION!!!

Also, thanks to Bob Powell for capturing photos on Sunday of life on deck and in the water!  You can find yourself in his pictures at this
GoogleDoc location: https://goo.gl/photos/7dfxtAgd2bvG9CBd9

and if you would like to add your own photos to share with everyone, you can do that as well, or email Bob and he can add them for
you at: rspbaloo@gmail.com

I wish I had the time to recognize each and every one of you for the tremendous effort, incredible swims, encouraging words, full
support, and commitment you gave at this 2017 Spring Nationals!  I do want to take the time to recognize Coaches Katie and Aaron
for their enthusiasm, professionalism, fun, encouragement, availability, and  advice to all!  Great teamwork!  I also want to thank Sarah
Welch, Lisa Dahl, and Doug Jelen, for their behind the scenes work and prep to ensure we had shirts, accommodations, records,
funding, and support!

Also, I just want to take a moment to highlight the athletes from Western Washington University.  I hope you had an opportunity to
connect with one of the 16 members of their squad that came to represent PSM this meet.  If you haven't yet heard their story, I just
want to take a moment to acknowledge the effort that they all made to put together this swim season and attend Nationals.  It takes a
full compliment of ages to make our Puget Sound Masters team successful, and we are excited to see the momentum that WWU is
creating and participating with Masters Swimming!  Not only are these swimmers full time students, but they are all selfcoached and
selfdirected athletes. 

They select their team captains, and those captains are in charge of putting together a workout for their fellow swimmers.  They are
also the ones who advocate with their school for pool time, funding for travel, and build positive images of swimmers with their
professors.  In between events at the meet, and even at the airport, you could find these studentathletes diligently working on their
schoolwork.  I congratulate them on not only being determined for excellence in the school and the pool, but for also conducting
themselves with dignity while representing BOTH their school and our PSM team.  I will be letting their school know what a great
group they have!

Again, I was honored to be able to serve as your Head Coach of PSM Spring Nationals, and I look forward to seeing you at many of
our local events and meets!  Plan on Spring Nationals 2018 in Indy, May 1013!  Recruit your teammates of all ages, your distance
swimmers, your stroke specialists, your sprinters, and be ready to keep the momentum going through our next LC Nationals meet and
beyond!

Thank you for your support,

Sincerely,

April Cheadle

(509)6797042

swim4him@hotmail.com

"A friend loves at all times."  
Proverbs 17:17  <>< IXOYE ><>
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Congratulations to our Day 1 Distance Swimmers!

Fun fact: Every PSM swimmer who swam scored points today!

The energy, encouragement, dedication, consistency, improvement, awareness, and discipline you showed in 
competing and supporting one another today was inspiring!

Acknowledgements and Congratulations to:

Miranda Caulfield-8th 1000 free, 18-24

Mats Nygren-2nd 1000 free, 50-54

Kathy Pelman-6th 1650 free, 45-49

Andi Hunt-4th 1650 free 70-74

Nicholas Pederson-4th 1650, 18-24

Doug Winter-4th 1650, 45-49

Alan Bell-3rd 1650, 65-69

****And our National Champions in the 1650 free:****

Dan Phillips 55-59

David Kays 50-54

Day 2 of the meet kicks off with warm-ups at 6:00am.  Meet starts at 7:30am. The 400IM will last about 2 hours, 
and then there will be an additional 30 minute warm-up before the rest of the events.

Remember to save yourself a headache and positively check in for ALL events 200 and LONGER before the 
deadlines!

We have 2 relays tomorrow!  The Mixed free, the Ransom Arthur Award presentation, and then the 200 Mixed 
Medley!  Coach April and Coach Katie will have the relay cards in our section to pass out.  Relay racing orders 
and teammates will be displayed in our section as well! In place of coordinating a team photo, we’re hoping to 
get a photo of you with your relay!  As you gather together, we’ll take a quick shot either before or after you race 
together. All supporting teammates who may be around are to be included, even if not on a relay this year!  If you 
capture some great photos of teammates in action this year, please send them via e-mail or text!

Thank you and looking forward to seeing you for a fantastic Friday!

Rest well,

April Cheadle and Katie Dahl-Lomatewama

PSM Coaches Spring Nationals 2018

COACH EMAILS FOR 2018 SCY SPRING NATIONALS
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Happy Friday PSM athletes!

I was so looking forward to today because we were all able to swim together!
Stay tuned for highlights from today!

But first, here are the results from Day 1 after the 1000 and 1650 were scored:
Women’s Regional Team-7th place
Men’s Regional Team-3rd place
Overall combined Regional Team-5th
We sit in 5th after Day 1 with 68 points.  Ahead of us is New England in 4th in 80 points, and behind us in 6th is 
Colorado with 58.  Well done!  The top 5 Regional teams will be awarded a banner this year!

Saturday is a full day coming up, so I hope you are doing your best recovery, refueling, and enjoying Indy!
The following highlights include our Top 10 athletes, as well as all athletes who competed for PSM in those events 
as well!  I truly love seeing the commitment, racing, learning, and sharing of information you all provide to one 
another.  What a super team!

Day 2 Highlights/Top 10
Rick Colella-New USMS National Records for the 65-69 age group in both 400IM and 50 Breaststroke! 

400IM 
Doug Winter-4th 45-49
David Kays -5th  50-54
Brad Jones 8th 50-54
Dan Phillips-NATIONAL CHAMPION 55-59
Rick Colella-NATIONAL CHAMPION  65-69

200 Free
Ellen Ella-5th  40-44
Mariel Colella-7th 30-34
David Kays-6th 50-54
Mats Nygren-NATIONAL CHAMPION  50-54
Alan Bell
Kathy Pelham
Bill Hayes
Tom Fritschen
Nathan Murphey
Nick Pederson
Blake Nixon

100 Back
Andi Hunt-7th 70-74
Carl Haynie-4th 55-59
Walt Reid-5th 75-79
Emily Deardorff
Caroline Baber
Kathy Casey
Sarah Welch
Jordan Anderson
Matt Castle
Steve Fogg

50 Breaststroke
Katie Kaestner-2nd 18-24

COACH EMAILS FOR 2018 SCY SPRING NATIONALS continued
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Kim Crouch-NATIONAL CHAMPION 55-59
Rick Colella-NATIONAL CHAMPION 65-69
Todd Doherty-3rd  45-49
Vince Carmosino-4th 45-49
Dan Phillips-4th 55-59
Brad Hering-9th 55-59
Dominique Truong-5th 75-79
Walt Reid-8th 75-79
Mariel Colella
Kathy Casey
Matt Castle
Carl Haynie
Bill Hayes
Steve Fogg
Tom Walker

100 Fly
Ellen Ella-4th 40-44
Sarah Welch-3rd 70-74
Nathan Murphy-4th 40-44
Debbie Glassman
Doug Winter
Nick Pederson
Doug Winter
Brad Jones

200 Mixed Free Relay
45+ 4th
55+ 4th
65+ 8th
18+A
18+B
25+

200 Mixed Medley Relay
45+ 7th
55+ 2nd
65+ 8th
25+
18+A
18+B

Congratulations all!  
So many people to thank and congratulate!  I hope you’re able to share with at least one teammate a way they’ve 
inspired you!  Thanks to Maoz for subbing in on the backstroke leg for the relay and really shining through!  Thank 
you to Coach Katie for helping to prep everything so that the day can run smoothly! So many people to thank and 
I’ll try to catch you in person tomorrow!
Looking forward to a super Saturday of swimming!
We have the Women’s and Men’s Medley Relays tomorrow and more exciting races! 
Don’t forget to positively check in for your 200 races and 500s!
 
Rest well,
April Cheadle and Katie Dahl-Lomatewama
PSM Coaches Spring Nationals 2018

COACH EMAILS FOR 2018 SCY SPRING NATIONALS continued
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Inspired!  

That’s the first word that comes to mind when I think of how you performed as a team today!  We’re on Day 3, 
where the practice of recovery, racing, fatigue, and mental fortitude are all challenged!  I know we shared with 
some of you, but we want you all to know how proud we are of the way you are taking advantage of Nationals to 
learn how to race, how to recover, how to push through, how to be a team.
Not only were your individual events inspiring to watch, but I was brought to tears by how you absolutely bled for 
your teammates on those relays this evening!  Every person brought their best, and everyone benefited by you 
doing so. 

Also, another area that really impressed us was your communication!  Thank you for making the day easy breezy 
in regard to relay changes, illnesses/injury, questions and clarifications.  If only all athletes could be as communi-
cative as you are!

***Reminder:  We have the Women’s and Men’s Free Relays tomorrow in the middle of the day, not at the end!***
 

For those of you needing to take off to catch flights tomorrow before the end of the meet, please make sure 
you come and say Goodbye before you leave!!  We hope as many of you as possible can stay for the Award 
Ceremony at the end of the meet to represent your Team PSM efforts!

Here is where we stand after Day 3! Every single one of you matters in our pursuit of bringing the Puget Sound 
presence to Indianapolis! 
Combined Regional Team Scores
3rd Michigan -720
4th Puget Sound-299
5th New England-291
6th North Carolina-287

As you can see, this is CLOSE!!

Here are the highlights/Top10/PSM racers of the day!
500 free
Ellen Ella 4th, 40-44
Kathy Pelham

200 Breaststroke
Katie Kaestner 2nd, 18-24
Kim Crouch NATIONAL CHAMPION, 55-59
Todd Doherty 3rd, 45-49
David Kays 6th, 50-54
Tom Walker

100 Free
Shannon McIntyre 4th, 50-54
Ellen Ella 8th, 40-44
Mats Nygren 3rd, 50-54
Mariel Colella
Miranda Caulfield
Jordyn Gates
Kathy Pelham
Debbie Glassman
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Blake Nixon
Austin Clark
Nathan Murphy
Bill Hayes

50 Back
Andi Hunt 8th, 70-74
Sarah Welch 9th, 70-74
Walt Reid 6th, 75-79
Brad Hering 5th, 55-59
Carl Haynie 8th, 55-59
Debbie Glassman
Kathy Casey
Emily Deardorff
Caroline Baber
Steve Fogg
Tom Fritschen
Matt Castle

200 Fly
Ellen Ella 2nd, 40-44
Nathan Murphy 5th, 40-44
Doug Winter 9th, 45-49
Brad Jones 6th, 50-54
Alan Bell 4th, 65-59
Nicholas Pederson

100IM
Kim Crouch 2nd, 55-59
Shannon McIntyre 2nd, 50-54
Katie Kaestner 3rd, 18-24
Rick Colella-NATIONAL CHAMPION, 65-59
Brad Hering 5th, 55-59
Maoz Alsberg 10th, 45-49
Steve Fogg
Bill Hayes
Vince Carmosino
Jordan Anderson
Blake Nixon
Austin Clark
Emily Deardorff
Caroline Baber
Kathy Casey

200 Medley Relay
Men:
65+ 2nd
55+ 2nd
45+ 3rd
45+
18+
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Women:
18+A 10th
18+B
55+A

Gear up for Day 4! Can’t wait to finish well with you!
Don’t forget to positively check in for your 200 races and 500s!
 
Rest well,
April Cheadle and Katie Dahl-Lomatewama
PSM Coaches Spring Nationals 2018
(509) 679-7042(April cell)

Event #37 Women’s 200 Free
55+ 
Debbie/Kathy/Andi/Sarah
18+
Jordyn/Miranda/Emily/Katie

Event #38 Men’s 200 Free
65+
Alan/Bill/Steve/Rick
55+
Dan/Carl/Tom/BradH
45+
Mats/Maoz/BradJ/Todd
18+A
Jordan/Josh/Blake/Nick
18+B 
Doug/Matt/Austin/Vince

COACH EMAILS FOR 2018 SCY SPRING NATIONALS continued
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Hello Puget Sound!

Our final day of Nationals held many great races, surprises, and our ultimate 5th place finish!  Congratulations to 
you all!  I wish you could have all been there to receive the awarding and acknowledgment of bringing the Puget 
Sound into 5th place out of the 19 Regional Teams in attendance!
Top 5 scores:
1.Wisconsin     2,129.50  
2.Michigan       1,975.50
3.Illinois            1,797
4.North Carolina 785.50
5. Puget Sound   714.50

Stay tuned for the Day 4 highlights below!  

Thank you! Let me also take a moment to send my thanks!  First, thank you all for your commitment and dedica-
tion to sign up, attend, participate, and compete!  We wouldn’t be here if it weren’t for you!  I am honored to serve 
you as PSM Coach for Nationals, and thank you for allowing me that role in your swimming experience!
Secondly, I can’t thank Coach Katie Dahl-Lomatewama enough!  She’s so good at what she does that she makes 
it look easy!  Katie seamlessly and tirelessly filmed, gathered results, retrieved data and information, organized, 
and made sure I took the time to eat and drink, so that I could give each of you the time, feedback, footage, and 
support related to your swims! Thank you, Katie! (I don’t want to miss anyone, but I know a number of you sup-
plied snacks and fluids for us!  Thanks, Vince, Sarah, and Lisa, and all!)
Thank you to the Western Washington University student-athletes who once again showed how important swim-
ming is and why swimmers make great leaders!  This squad of 10 athletes fundraised, trained, and arranged 
their travel to Nationals all through student/Captain led efforts.  They are graduating several beloved, committed, 
and talented swimmers in the upcoming year, and I hope there is a way that Masters Swimming can stay in their 
future!  Congratulations and best to Austin, Nick, Caroline, and Josh.

COACH EMAILS FOR 2018 SCY SPRING NATIONALS continued
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As Katie and I were gathering the remaining medals for those who had to leave early, we looked up into our sec-
tion of the bleachers, and noticed a very special feature of our team.  Thank you for cleaning up our area!  After 
looking around and seeing the trash, recycling, towels, and items left in other areas of the bleachers, seeing that 
our space was left as the cleanest area in the facility was certainly worthy of a  moment to pause and let you know 
that your actions spoke volumes!
If I had the time, I would love to write out a paragraph for each of the 39 of you who came this weekend.  There 
is much to celebrate!  I hope that each of you are able to take something away from Nationals that will help you 
grow as an athlete, teammate, professional, and friend.  I’m always excited to see you at meets!  I hope you are 
already planning on our return to Mesa, Arizona for Spring Nationals 2019!

Until the next time we see you, here are the final highlights/Top 10/athletes who represented us on Day 4 of Na-
tionals!
500 Free
Alan Bell 6th, 65-69
Dan Phillips NATIONAL CHAMPION, 55-59
Mats Nygren 3rd, 50-54
David Kays 4th, 50-54
Doug Winter 10th, 45-49
Nicholas Pederson
Tom Fritschen

100 Breaststroke
Katie Kaestner NATIONAL CHAMPION, 18-24
Kim Crouch NATIONAL CHAMPION, 55-59
Dominique Truong 2nd, 75-79
Rick Colella NATIONAL CHAMPION, 65-69
Todd Doherty 4th, 45-49
Josh Pehrson
Vince Carmosino
Tom Walker
Mariel Colella

50 Fly
Sarah Welch 5th, 70-74
Debbie Glassman 10th, 60-64
Brad Hering NATIONAL CHAMPION, 55-59
Brad Jones, 10th, 50-54
Matt Castle
Austin Clark
Blake Nixon
Emily Deardorff

200IM
Katie Kaestner 3rd, 18-24
Shannon McIntyre 2nd, 50-54
Kim Crouch 2nd, 55-59
Todd Doherty 9th, 45-49
Rick Colella NATIONAL CHAMPION, 65-69

50 Free
Bill Hayes 7th, 65-69
Brad Hering 2nd, 55-59
Mats Nygren 4th, 50-54
Matt Castle
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Vince Carmosino
Maoz Alsberg
Blake Nixon
Debbie Glassman
Miranda Caulfield
Emily Deardorff
Jordyn Gates

200 Back
Caroline Baber 7th, 18-24
Kathy Casey 8th, 65-69
Sarah Welch 5th, 70-74
Andi Hunt NATIONAL CHAMPION, 70-74
Carl Haynie 3rd, 55-59
Alan Bell  8th, 65-69
Steve Fogg

200 Free Relays!
Men
18+A
18+B
45+A-2nd
55+A-4th
65+A-4th
Women:
18+
55+

And that’s a wrap! Stay in touch and see you soon!
PSM Spring National Coaches,
April Cheadle and Katie Dahl-Lomatewama
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COACH EMAIL FOR FIFTH SATURDAY CLINICS (2018)
April initiated a series of Fifth Saturday clinics in 2018 that capitalizes on a “gap” in her schedule. 
Normally, Saturday workout groups (separated by swim speeds) alternate their practice start times at 
5:30 am or 7:00 am due to the large team size relative to pool capacity. On months with a fifth Saturday, 
everyone swims at 7:00 am. April identified the opportunity of open pool time and has organized clinics 
to occur in this early window. The most recent clinic for June 30 was announced this week and filled 
within several minutes despite the 5:20 am start time. The email announcement follows as an example.

---------- Original Message ---------- 
From: April Cheadle <april@biparks.org> 
Date: June 25, 2018 at 5:24 PM 
Subject: 5th Saturday BAM Mini Clinic! 

Hello BAMmers!

This Saturday, June 30th, is our 5th Saturday of the month!  We announced that there would be a clinic 
at the 5:30 am time, and a combined all groups practice at 7 am.  What hasn’t been revealed is what 
kind of clinic…until now!

BAM Butterfly Clinic

5:20-7:00am-June 30th 

No additional cost!

Open to 30 currently USMS registered and current BAM members.

Held at Ray Pool

Clinic will cover body mechanics of butterfly both in and out of the water, as well as drill progressions to 
develop more butterfly and less strugglefly.

This clinic will be helpful and open to all abilities, and no former understanding of fly is needed.  A 
comfort level of 100 continuous freestyle would be helpful, but not necessary. 

How to register:  

The fairest way I can think of is to ask that you e-mail April@biparks.org on Tuesday, June 26, at 
8:00pm.

The first 30 people to e-mail on Tuesday at 8pm will receive confirmation e-mails and be included in the 
clinic.

Feel free to write with any questions pertaining to the clinic.  I’m excited to offer yet another opportunity 
for specific learning in a clinic format. Joining me on deck and assisting in the clinic will be fellow coaches 
and National qualifiers in butterfly: Shelley Blain Reimer, Sarah Bullock, and Kate Carruthers!

Looking forward to seeing your e-mails on Tuesday at 8pm to register!

April Cheadle
Head Coach Bainbridge Aquatic Masters Swimming (BAM)
April@biparks.org
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